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A truly liberal education must respect all the essential ele. .ents

!eli ion, orls, art, science, industry and tra e are ailin human life.

ho humanessential ingredients in trie composition of hu an society.

Thecommunity is possible where any o these essentials are forgotten, 

aim of a university is the aim of life itself, end the aim of life,

to .he greatest of ell ti infers, Aristotle, is the exercise andacco-' din

develop.lent of all our powers of feeling, thought and action, in accor ance 

Contemplation of the aim or ideal o- life is not enough.

enterprise is en essential ele .ant in human existence.

with reason.

Action is also needed.

Indeed, it is only by enterprise, properly understood, that ideals can be

Even Plato founded his ideal republic upon the divisionmade real at all.

of labour, the trainin' of sen to do their work well, and the exchange of

It is astonishing how often wegoods for purposes o. lutual helpfulness

for example, the words "aoous1^ 

"business", are really the most human words in 

hy, then, should we not ive them their full meaning,

degrade words by using t eg slightingly.

"interest", "industry'-",

the dictionary.

both in education and in practice?

Even the ele entar/ reader of human history reco nizes that whenever 

an„ one c these essentials in human life is overemphasized civilized human

’ eligion and morality have often in the pest

Perhaps t e greatest age of art and .annex’s 

in io era history war. the period of the Louisf in 1: ench history, - and all 

the w! lie he people of ranee were perishing in de-titution and i norance. 

There followed the French Hovo ■ ution and t e ho rors of the Co... i me, and a

society is put in danger.

proved t e most cruel des >ts.

gov. :ent in history which has not v et by an., eans wholly spent its forces.
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The aim of a liberal education, t e: efore, is to see that all

these ale rents in the co.position of human life ere respected at their

proper value, or, as Aristotle sav s, "in accordance with reason".

The aim, therefore, of a university, as I see it, is nothin; .ore I

or less an t is critical, rational, evaluation of all human activities.

It is useless to return to one hundred, or even fifty years a o
is

in human history to find the solution for these threatening problems of
1- ifty years aro almost every com .unit^ inour present day civilization. 9

%A The science of communication was in itsthe world was self-contained

The relation of science to industry and life was scarcelyinfancy.

International trading on i large scale was almost un mown,recognized.

or at any rate played only a small part in human existence. Lech community
had its own school and college or university, and the influence or its 

educational institutions seldom travelled very f r beyond its own frontiers. 

The college was for the most part content to train a sufficient number of

school teachers, clergymen, physicians and lawyers to eet the demands of

its own community. oda, the whole scene is chan ed. Our problems today

are not co munity problems, but world problems - principally world economic
1 problems - and I ia also add, problems of the most >• erplexing and dan crous
ti kindi f
l 'ow, then, can the universities of the world possibly hold aloofI
;
I and refuse to play their part in the solution of t ese problems? This

/I
challenge to the unive sities at the present time is, it seems to me, so

i
obvious and so clear that we cannot afford for a single moment to ignore it.
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1. A truly liberal education must respect all the essential elements in human

life. Religion, morals, art, science, industry and trade are all essential

ingredients in the composition of human society. No human community is possible 

The aim of a university is the aimwhere any of these essentials are forgotten.

of life itself, and the aim of life according to the greatest of all thinkers,

Aristotle, is the exercise and development of all our powers of feeling, thought

Contemplation of the aim or ideal of lifeand action in accordance with reason.

Enterprise is an essential element inis not enough. Action is also needed.

Indeed, it is only by enterprise, properly understood, that idealshuman existence.

Even Plato founded his ideal republic upon the divisioncan be made real at all.

of labour, the training of men to do their work well and the exchange of goods for

It is astonishing how often we degrade words bypurposes of mutual helpfulness.

For example, the words "goods”, "interest”, "industry”,using them slightingly.

Why then should we"business” are really the most human words in the dictionary.

not give them their full human meaning both in education and in practice?

2. Even the elementary reader of human history recognises that whenever any one

of these essentials in human life is overemphasized civilized human society is

put in danger. Religion and morality have often in the past proved the most

cruel despots. Perhaps the greatest age of art and manners in modern history was 

the period of the Louis' in French history, and all the while the people of 

France were perishing in destitution and ignorance. Followed the French Revolu

tion and the horrors of the Commune and a movement in history which has not yet

by any means wholly spent its forces. More recently, too, we hear it said insist- 

ingly that the present period in human history has vastly overemphasized the

claims of science and invention. We are living, they say, in a machine age. 

Powerful machines and powerful organisations of a mechanical kind are crushing

I
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m
here can be no doubt, 

usually call it, or at any rate competitive commercial selling, has been very much 

overemphasixed during the last hundred years and the results we all feel and know

^he aim of a liberal education, therefore, is 

to see that all these elements in the composition of human life are respected 

at their proper value^, or as Aristotle says, "in accordance with reason", 

aim, therefore, of a university, as I see it, is nothing more or less than this 

critical, rational evaluation of all human activities.

all life out of the conmunity. too, that commerce as we

too well at the present time.

The

It is useless to return to one hundred or even fifty years ago in human 

history to find the solution for these threatening problems of our present day 

Fifty years ago almost every community in the world was self- 

The science of communication was in its infancy.

3.

civilization.

:-tV'
The relation ofcontained.

■
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science to industry and life was scarcely recognised, 

a large scale was almost unknown, or at any rate played only a small part in

Each community had its own school and college or university, end 

the infulence of its educational institutions seldom travelled very far beyond its

The college was for the most part content to train a sufficient 

number of school teachers, clergymen, physicians and lawyers to mefct the demands

Today the whole scene is changed, 

are not community problems but world problems and I may also add world problems of

How then can the universities of the

International trading on

human existence.

own frontiers.

of its own communtiy. Our problems to-day

the most perplexing and dangerous kind, 

world possibly hold aloof and refuse to play their part in the solution of these

This challenge to the universities at the present time is, it seems to
1!

problems. I
■me, so obvious and so clear that we cannot afford for a single moment to ignore it.
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The mistake is often made of supposing that university schools of4.

..
commerce

They are not that; they are not even vocational schools; they 

We do not attempt for a moment to teach the devices and 

tticks of industry and trade, whether they be good or bad.

are trade schools.

are university schools.
,w

The aim of university 

teaching in its studies in commerce is not commercial profit but to arouse a

critical human interest in the way men live together in a business way in the

We do not attempt to teach the devices of competitive advertising or 

éompetitive selling and much less the tricks of credit dealing or stock speculation. 

The course in Commerce at McGill, for example, covers in a general way the following 

studies:- 1) English, 2) a foreign language, perhaps preferrably the French language, 

3) Accountancy, 4) Mathematics, 5) Economics, 6) the elements of Commercial Lew, 

and all these subjects are regularly recognised subjects of university study, 

only exception, perhaps, is Accountancy, and that is not really an exception.

■com

munity.

The

Accountancy and auditing is not a trade; accountants and auditors are not engaged 

They are professiohal students and advisers on sound, true, honest 

What valid human distinction, may I cak, can be drawn between 

the study of law and engineering on the one hand and the study of banking,rai 
merchant shipping and industry on the other?

in business.

business methods.

Clearly, therefore, if you insist 

upon calling the School of Commerce a vocational school it is not the only vocational 

school recognised by the universities in this or any other country.

$lf is, I think, something like this, 

tin, fornnal Mathematics, Logie'and Rhetoric,

Studebts enter the university without the
.X „> '

Wha'5. s the issue? Let us see*
IThe ditional humanities, Gre 

e being-'neglected in t 

necessary traini 

and possib

schools.
>

g and discipline in English Composition, Latin, Greek, Mathematics 

or two other Subjects, and after entering the university they doone
/ /

take the interest which they should take in these fundamental studies.
/

not Seem to
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ftniQewiMiitnl .studies. Aril this, I may say, is admitted without question, 

universities must, therefore, strive by all lefitimate means at their command 

to improve the quality of the work done in these subjects both in the schools and 

in the universities.

The

On the other hand, however, it is obviously altogether

impossible to dismantle our universities as they exist at present, built as I 

believe them to be on a larger and more tolerant humanism, and to rebuilt them again 

after the exact model of a high grade public school as it existed in your youth 

^he xula-4-B- fe.ia, ,case, as in ^either the rule of

radical conservatism or radical liberalism, but the rule of steady progress, - 

perfecting our work where can and repairing our failures where we have failed.

and mine.

The spirit of conservatism may often be just as revolutionary as the spirit of 

liberalism. rk.
/
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1155 - 6th Ave.W., 
Vancouver, 3.G., 
24th November 1927.

PRIVATE
151

Sir Arthur Currie, 
Principal,
McGill University, 
MONTREAL P.Q.

Bear Sir Arthur:

An agitation has been started in 
British Columbia, and particularly in Vancouver, 
to add a Department of Commerce and Administra
tion to the curriculum in the University of Brit
ish Columbia.

I have always thought that the 
teaching of these subjects was not part of the 
functions of a University, and I believe, although 
I am not quite sure, that one time in private con
versation with you you expressed the opinion that 
you did not think the one at McGill justified its 
existence. Are you prepared to make a statement 
or tell me what your opinion is now - because I 
think it is. quite a couple of years ago since I 
spoke to you.

I propose to oppose the introduction 
of a course of this kind, unless there are very 
■ood reason^advanced why the course should be estab

lished, and I would like to get your opinion. If 
you wish to give me your opinion privately, wafr of 
course I would make no use of it• I would, however, 
rather quote you as an authority if I could do so 
without embarassing you in any way.

With kind regards.

Yours very truly, x

GAW/L.
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November 30th, 1927.

Private and Confidential.

George A. Walkem,Eso 
1155 Sixth Avenue W 
Vancouver, B. C.

K.P.P* * • *
* »

My dear Mr. Walkem:-

Let me acknowledge receipt of 
your letter of November 24th with reference to the 
establishment of a Department of Commerce and Ad
ministration in connection with the University of 
British Columbia.

I am afraid that I contrived to 
leave a some'.?hat wrong impression in your mind as a . 
result of our conversation a few years ago. I did 
not Intend to have you think that the Department of 
Commerce at McGill did not "Justify its existence". 
Such departments as adjuncts to universities are 
becoming quite common. I believe they can be made 
very useful, but a good deal of money is necessary 
to make them perfect. Ours is by no means what it 
should be, but it is the best we can do with the 
funds at our disposal. It is little more than a 
camouflaged Arts course. Practically the only 
subject which one would not usually provide in 
Arts is the course in Accountancy - a valuable course 
in itself from the point of view of mental training 
and discipline, and also valuable to the business man, 
and, of course, absolutely essential to him who 
wishes to qualify as a Chartered Accountant.

In this connection I may say that 
the three Chartered Accountants * Associations in 
Quebec have together come to the University and asked.
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chartered accountants and 
The associations ask for passed certain tests. 

more than this now, and 1 say» hc ve aslced us to provide lectures .which 
we have done. The examinations are practically 
conuncted by us and our course in Accountancy is 
recognized at its full value. J

The other courses such as mathematics, Political Economy, Literature, 
i-anguagos and Psychology could, of course/all 
be taken in the Arts Faculty. Economic Geography 
might also be given in the Department of Political 
■science* In the School of Commerce we have lectures 
on i,aw, principally Commercial Law, and these, I 
think, are essential.

., v. you were to ask me if Ithought a course in a School of Commerce essential
®ues»se of a business man, I would, of course, 

on \ 1 tîliak x7Î1&t the business man needsthink ??Slaô3S is a tralned one able to
to * to 00me to conclusions quickly,
ln f® proper standards, and to express himself
tlilTllll ÎV*16 fashlon* în Usinées, a. m any- 
there ft !«f!?arRCter 00unts for a Great deal and character bu?™? peoullar ln a Commerce course in 
have told m« / 1 have talked to business men who
vlllx ftt ; %î*î they woald just as soon take on a yo u j.q man who had gradua, tod i n # „_ 0 .would a . 7 8104 1 Arts or Science as theycourse could/ 3-21 commerce. I think our Commerce -ments I .oildMry 7 dOTelol,g4- bn‘ In the depart- 
the present L ° !°° added 11 ls diffienlt it" S9nt tiîne t0 Get satisfactory Professors.
oppose the introduction*^?"°° °
go slowly and not be

you would be not to 
such a course, but I would 

satisfied to add it to the other

\
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Iuniversity activities simply because 
vers itles have such a some uni- 

X do not think many stud nts in British Columbia are suffer
ing because such a course is not

course.

., available,satisfied with nothing but the best, but that 
will call for a considerable outlay.

Be

ith all good wishes, I am.

Yours faithfully,

Principal.

\

I
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MoGILL university

> MONTREAL
Faculty of Arts 

Department of Economics and 
Political Science

February 11th, 1925

Sir Arthur Currie,
-McGill University,

Montreal, Que.

Dear Mr. Principal,

I hope that you can find time to read over this

memorandum which I wish, with your approval^to submit to the 

Commerce Committee and to the Faculty of Arts, 

think it necessaiy to include the financial aspect., 

it we could be content with a sessional lecturer at say .$2,000

I did not

As I see

a year,appointed for two years. I should like it immensely 

if I could have a couple of tutorships as described and offer

them this spring to the young men of the Western Universities.

Very sincerely,

<? Cl urc/' -

■■ I
Mfiï'ï is
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February llth. 1925
,

ON THS REVISION ACT OF THS 5S0K0I3Q nniDP^ IN THF
SCHOOL OF OOTtr.Tffqcs

I wdish to propose for the curriculum of next year certain veiy important
alterations and extensions in 

The general aims which I have
the economic courses in the schpol of commerce.

in mind are as follows

(a) To amalgamateamerce, so m“ °la=Ses

in arts and commerce will be 
same professors.

in arts and 
possible the students 

taking the same wofk under the
A.(b) To increase to^rery considerable 

with the economics of Canada. extent the work that deals

(c) To arrange the programme in 
students who graduate after 
school of commerce will be 

, and after one 
kv Eûtiiarts.

com.erce in such a way that 
valcing all the economic w rk in the 

vp , able t0'enter the graduate school
ye. r of further study obtain the degree of M. A.

Under the first of these heads I would like 

number

to join together the class which

the elements of
Tcalled Eco omics number .sere in the

•Jtèis now called Economics 

political Economy, 

school of

in arts and which deals with

and the course which is

commerce and which deals with 

classes, the class in
the same subject. Both of these are larBe

arts numbers about 115 and the class in commerce about 75.
The combined class year have a membership of''ahstf^ivswould therefore next

s tuden*s.
* ProPOse to take out of this 

Service division of 

For them I would

group all of the students who belong to the Social 

the arts class.

make a new class in the Elements of Political Economy dealing 

point of view of people whose main interest is rfn Socialwith the subject from the
betterment rather than

in the study of money, 
This new course would be labeled Elements cjf 

1 ProP°se after to throw this class

trade and purely commercial economy* 

Political Economy ( Social Economics)^ 

open to all the students in the Theological
College^ who v/ould be interested in the work.
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I have made some preliminary inquiries and the response is most encouraging. 

Arrangements have been for me to give an (fcddress in two weeks time at the
A

Presbyterian college on the subject Political Economy and Social Betterment 

and I feel no doubt that I shall find a large number of young' men anxious to 

join the course, which will of course represent for them a unit towards theirits

degree in arts.

It is probable also that a number of theological stu ents v/ho are 

taking the arts degree would take this work as Partial Students.

It is clear that the class thus formed would be very large and it would

hardly do to let the work take the form of lectures alon-* and I should hope 

therefore to arrange a certain amount of tutorial work among these students• 

The only limit to the extent of this would be the limitations imposed by the

University Budget.

I should like to make a similar union of the course which is called Economics

in com erce,in arts and the course which is called Economics numbernumber

both of which deal with the Elements of Political Science and Comparative national 

The union of these classes, as there would be no theological counter

part, would set free one of our professors for three hours a week and I would propose 

to utilize this time on tutorial work.

Government.

Under the second of these heads, the institution of new courses dealing with 

Canada, I may say that experience has shown me that work in regard to the Economics 

of Canada is the most useful thing that we can give to our students and that it can 

greatly extended with advantage all round. I should like to put into the caleni^r 

for the senior students in commerce the ne Canada course, 1 dealing1 with manu

facturing, labor and tariffs and the other dealing with transportation, immigration

These courses would be open also to arts students but I think 

it would be best in che case of arts students to recom .end them as graduate Isuudenfe

and land sèttlement.

so that these two courses a ,; ear on the schedule enclosed as open to the Senior
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commerce students and graduate students^ 

take a hand in this work.

"Dr. Hemmeon and I would both like to

We have no time to do it all but we should each like to

do some of it.

Under the third head I should like to discuss the extension of our graduate 

school work by the admission to it those who have taken a degree in com erce with 
a high standing and with the necessary prerequisites such as/latin. Under the

programme I have proposed,these men would have taken as much economics as the honourJ
graduates in arts and would therefore be entitled under the present rule to enter

During their year of graduate study their work would deal 

wholly with the Economics of Canada, and the theses which they would prepare would

our graduate school.

be on Canadian subjects. I think they would find this year of graduate study of

veiy great practical use to them when they go out into the business world. Thqr

would also lend an added strength to our graduate school. I am most anxious to

!build up here at McGill ami advanced school of Canadian Economics which will draw

to it students from all over the Dominion who have had a preliminary training in

other colleges. In view of the fact that Montreal is the commercial centre of 

Canada and offers exceptional facilities for*manufacturing, banking and trade,

I think that it ought to be possible to attract students here from various parts 

of Qanada where the facilities for Economic study are limited by the restricted

For such a graduate school, especially in its initial stages we need

A

environment.
y

all the help we can find in the way of graduate scholarships, or, what is the same
thing tutorial w .rk^'or graduate student^) with the elementary classes so arranged

ay a part at least of his own expenses while he isthat the graduate student can

The extension of work which I have outlined would necessitatestudying with us.

But I think that we could manage very well for aa certain addition to the staff.

year or two with only the help of an additional sessional lecturer, 

possible to give us in addition a couple of tutorial fellows, themselves in the

If it were

graduate school and receiving in return for their work a remission of fees and, 

perhaps $250.00 a year each, this would be of very great help in the gener 1 plan
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described above.

I may say in conclusion that this memorandum has been submitted to the

other members of the Department and has their entire approval, 

only fair to state that a gréât part of the suggestions above have originated 

out of discussions with my collègues and Profes sor Sugar) and that in particular 

Dr. Hemmeon has had a great deal to do with the working out of this programme 

of study.

Indeed it is
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MONTREAL

TORONTO

HAMILTON

VANCOUVER

HALI FA X

W I N N IPEG LONDON,ENG.

Confederation Bldg., 
MONTREAL

September twenty-fifth, 
19 3 1

Sir Arthur Currie, Principal, 
McGill Uhiversity,
MONTREAL.

Sir:-

The enclosed article, taken from a recent issue of an American 
business periodical, is forwarded to you in the trust that it will 
be of some interest.

As a former undergraduate in the "School of Commerce" at McGill 
it has occurred to me since, that one particular aspect in this course 
might be brought under consideration. I am taking the liberty of 
asking whether the question had ever been considered of encouraging, 
if not making it compulsory, for undergraduates in the "School of 
Commerce'1 to apprentice themselves to some form of business during the 
time that they are attending college. This might be commenced in their 
sophomore year and continued through until graduation. I do not think 
that there is much question about the value that this would have in 
overcoming the present and immediate difficulty found by graduates in 
obtaining positions after graduating. At the same time it would greatly 
enhance their educational qualifications in respect to the practical 
side of business.

This is, probably, not a new suggestion to you, but my own exper
ience in the value of a policy such as this has prompted this writing. 
The faculty of Law recognizes the advantages which it offers in that 
profession, and it is more than probable that these could be profitably 
extended to the increasingly important field of business training.

I remain, Sir, your most obedient servant,

's

DIRECTOR OP RESEARCH
E.A.Goodeve/SP
ENCLO.

F
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TORONTO

HAMILTON
MALI FA Xy LONDON ,.ENG.W INNIPEG

September 12, 1931

COLLEGES GIVE 
SCANT NOTICE 

TO MARKETING
Big Ten Delinquent

Even the “Big Ten” of American 
colleges—those with the greatest 
student registration—fail to give 
commodity distribution the curric
ulum attention it deserves. Of 25 
460,000 student-semester-hours of in
struction given in 633 institutions of 
higher learning covered in the sur
vey, less than 1 per cent of the time 
is given to commodity distribution 
study. Less than 5 per cent of total 
curriculum time is given to business 
training generally.

In all, 343 of the 633 colleges and 
universities give instruction in one 
or more of the fundamental market
ing subjects. Schools with registra
tion under 500 and more than 5,000 
devote the largest relative share of 
their total instruction time to dis
tribution.

New York, Sept. 10—Less\ :
per cent of all instruction g iven . - 
American colleges and univc rsltl®s 
is devoted to subjects designed 40 
prepare the future business exvcu" 
tive to deal with problems of ma'Y" 
keting and advertising, according to 
a survey by the Bureau of Research 
and Education of the Advertising 
Federation of America of which Al

>-

fred T. Falk is director.
On the whole, the student’s alma 

mater does a good job in general 
business training but falls far short 
of giving sufficient instruction in the 
fundamental subjects in modern 
commodity distribution and sales. 
Only 37 institutions in the United 
States adequately cover these sub
jects, the Bureau said.

The fundamental subjects, accord
ing to the report, are advertising, 
marketing, salesmanship, retailing 
and wholesaling, foreign trade and 
transportation. These are cited 
being necessary in the training of 
the business leader of today, because 
of the swing of executive problems 
away from production to marketing.

Of the 633 colleges studied, ad
vertising courses are taught in 197, 
marketing in 253, salesmanship in 
149, retailing and wholesaling in 87, 
foreign trade in 118, transportation 
in 180. Thirty-seven colleges give 
courses in all six of these funda
mental commodity subjects, while 
307 give no instruction in any.

Teaching staffs in the

as

courses
covered by the survey show a ten
dency toward the increased use of 
part-time instructors, the survey re
vealed.

Included in the survey report is a 
complete directory of all colleges 
and universities in the United States, 
with an outline of the marketing 
and advertising instruction offered 
by each.
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■September 26, 1931,
S£c'

B, A, Goodeve, Esq 
A, MoKim Limited, 
Confederation Building, 
Montreal• P, Q,

* i

Dear Hr, Goo dove,

Let me thank you for your letter of yesterday 
containing what I have always thought to be a useful suggestion.
I have mentioned It to some business men who approve of the 
idea and others who offer objections, saying they suppose these 
young students, if thgy do anything really worth while In an 
Office, would want to be paid for it, that is, that unless 
they did anything they would be a nuisance around the office.
It was also felt that some business men might use the students 
to replace a clerk or other employee, and if that were the 
case the student would feel that he should be paid. If he did 
the work of paid officials and therefore had some responsibility, 
it was felt that he could not be a student at the same time, 
that is, that he could not servo two masters.

She analogy of law apprenticeships does 
not quite hold. Many lawyers regard these students as a per
fect nuisance,thinking they do little else than flirt with the 
stenographers. But they have an opportunity of reading in the 
law library of the firm, going to courts , and listening to 
pleas* and seeing something of court procedure•
School, we prefer to have the student's time for the full 
three years and we advocate that he should have a year's 
practice in a law office following his graduation before he 
is admitted to the Bar.

At our Law

However, I am getting off the track. 
Let me thank you for your suggestion, and assure you that 
it will be given careful consIdoration.

Ever yours faithfully.

Principal.



________________________________________________________________________________________________

In our present curriculum.^ although at first sight students 

appear to enjoy great freedom in choice of subjects, actual experience

take the following 16 subjects, thusV. themshows that 90% of

making these practically obligatory

1 in economics1 in English

4 in Accountancy3 in a modern language

1 in Bus. Organization3 in Mathematics

2 in Commercial Law.1 in Physics

The other 5 subjects,that complete a curriculum,are selected in languages 

or in economics, or in a combination of these.

It is, of course, fortunate that the students’ choice is thus

I quote the fact only because we have here something solid 

to guide us in mapping out a new curriculum of 26 subjects extending 

over five years.

curtailed.,

I shall now set forth such a new curriculum in the form of a

general obligatory course supplemented by an optional honour course

Obligatory programme. (IS courses)
1 course in Latin 2 courses in Economics
1 ft " English " Accountancyft3
3 courses in a modern language " Bus. Organization 

” Commercial Law.
" History and Geography 1 course from the 4 - Physics,

Biology, Chemistry, Philosophy.

1 n

3 ft " Mathematics ft2
tt2



Honour Programme

7 subjects from the following.

1 in Transportation2 in modern languages

3 in Economics 1 in Accountancy

2 in History & Geography 2 in Psychology.

1 in English 2. "Jry-.

tQ3 in Mathematics
the

1 or 2 from/four - Physics,
Chemistry, Philosophy, Biology.

A student under such a scheme would get a good general education

and be further able to specialize in Economics, or History, or modem languages,

or mathematics.

Any student who obtained a B.Com. degree would here be qualified

to proceed to the diploma of C.A. (This is not the case at present)

In the graduate school Commercegraduates could proceed to a 

degree (M.Com. or M.A. ) in Economics and Political Science as at present,

or in History and Modern languages, or in Business Administration, if it

is ever intended to imitate Harvard in this respect.

If Spanish were placed on the curriculum of the Faculty of Arts 

our first two years could be made one of the options on the revised Arts

curriculum.



This degree ie open to Ocmasree graduates who have during

their undergraduate courses taken all the courses offered in cono.'dcs

and olitical science In the School of Commerce (Calendar, pages

courses no.

Application for admission asist be approved by the Heed of the

School of Comer ce of cCill university, and the Head of the Depart sent

of cononics, whose final sanction ie requisite for w at concerns that

Department*
Graduates tm& otner Universities mat accompany the application

with a full statement of qualification», which must, aaong other Shi ys,

it to MeOlll Standing, in conodca and

olitical Science,

One full session’s residence at the JcGill post-graduate ehool

ie required"for all students.

i■M-
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English 21, 32 
Physical Training 21
Economic and Political Science {Fin. Organ.) 300 
Economic and Political Science (Icons. of Transport.)301a 
Economic and Political Science (Bus. Finance) 303b 
Business Administration 200 (Acct. principles)
Business Administration 201 (Marketing problems)
Business Administration 205 (Business statistics)
One of:

English 30 or 35 
French 30 
German 30
Mathematics 2Ga, 24b, 27b 
Philosophy 30, 31 
Spanish 300, 301

English 20, 11, 22
Economic and Political Science, 102b (Econ.Hist.of N.A.) 
Economic and Political Science 200 (Introd. Course) 
Business Administration 107 (Introd. to Bus. Org.) 
Library Science 10a 
One of:

French 20 
German 20 
Spanish 200, 201

One of:
Botany 10 
Chemistry 11 
Geology 20 
Physics 10 
Zoology 10 

Physical Training 11

SBCOIID YEAR

Requirements for Admission: First year 6f the General Arts 
Course, or complete Pass Junior Matriculation and Honour Matriculation 
in English, Mathematics (Algebra and Geometry), Latin and one modern 
foreign language.

FIRST YEAR
Hrs per 
week. Credits

Department of Business Administration
;

1
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History 31 or 44 
Business Administration 300 (Industrial Accounting)
Business Administration 302 (Finance Problems)
Business Administration 305 (Industrial management)
Business Administration 309b (Commercial Law)
Economic and Political Science 400 (Labour, Theory & Problems) 
Any three credit options from Ceneral Course in Arts 

for which candidate has prerequisites

FOURTH YEAR

THIRD YEAR
Hrs per 
week Credits
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f102b = Economic History of North. America : a course comprising the study 
of the geographical and historical conditions which have given rise to the

current economic problems of the United States and Canada. Special
attention will be given to Canadian problems in the way of assigned readings

and reports.

2 hours per week, second term: 1 credit.

200. Introduction to Economics: the purpose is to acquaint the student 
with the elementary economic concepts : production, exchange, consumption 

and distribution of wealth; money and banking; business cycle; international 

trade; labor problems; public finance; government regulation.

s' 7

Some
attention will be given to the evolution of our economic system and to its
legal setting at the present time.

3 hours per week: 3 credits.

107. Introduction to Business Organization : an introductory course
designed to acquaint the student with the basic general principles under

lying business administration. A study will be made of cases involving 
typical business operations classified under the following topics ; general

business organization, promotion of business enterprises, business finance, 

industrial management, marketing.

business administrator and the student will be acquainted with the nature 

of ordinary business activities and introduced to some of the elementary 

principles ol business administration.

2 hours per week: 2 credits.

Text-book: Gilbert and Gragg, Introduction to Business. 

financial Organization: a general survey of the modem financial 

system. Money and credit, investment banks, savings banks and trust companies 

stock exchanges and other institutions will be studied from the standpoint of

Bnphasis will be placed upon the study of commercial

The point of view is that of the

/
1300. y

functions performed.

I
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501a. Economics of Transportation: railways, their historical developments,

yrcharacteristics, construction, organization, operation, rates, services,
, V.finances, ownership and control; inland waterways ; ocean transportation; 

commercial aviation; urban and rural transportation as affected by highways

motor vehicles and street railways.

2 hrs per week, first term: 1 credit. y
y

5Q5b. Business Finance: an analysis of the problems of the financial manage- ,< . 

ment of corporations; raising working capital by trade credit and bank loans; 

comparison of various types of stock, bond and note issues as methods of 

securing capital; a study of budget making and balance sheet afcxîysix analysis. 

By way of illustration certain financial problems will be studied in some

t

detail.
1 credit.2 hrs per week, second tenu:

200. Accounting Principles: principles underlying modern bookkeeping and 

accounting, the use of fundamental books, preparation and analysis of 

financial statements, application of principles to problems of capital, 

revenue, maintenance, cost accounting, etc.

3 hours per week: 5 credits.

Text-books : Cole, Fundamentals of Accounting.
talker, Problems in Accounting.

%

»fI'
the object of this course is to introduce the student to 

the principles and methods of marketing merchandise, and to afford training

The first half ofl the course

201. Marketing:

in the analysis of typical selling problems, 
deals with the methods of marketing consumer goods ; consumer buying habits

•i-

500. Financial Organization (contd)

banking especially with respect to Canada, the United States and Great

Britain.

2 hrs per week: 2 credits.

_______



201« Marketing, cont*d

and motives ; and wholesale distribution. The work of the second half-year 

involves methods of marketing industrial goods ; analysis of typical problems

on selling policy which involve sales management, trade mark, brand, price, 

advertising and sales correspondence policies.

used as the basis of study, supplemented by collateral readings on the 

principles of marketing. Tiritten reports on assigned problems will be 

required at frequent intervals.

The problem method will be

8 hours per week: 3 credits.

Text-book: I',..T.Copeland, Problems in Marketing.

205.Business Statistics: Statistical method ; up-to-date statistical studies

of outstanding industries in Canada and the United States, as well as the 

various indexes of general business conditions; the value of statistical 

study.

V
Laboratory work is planned for developing the studentsf ability in 

presenting statistical data graphically.

3 hours per week: 3 credits.
Text-books : Snider, Business Statistics. 

Current Statistical Publications.

500. Industrial Accounting : This course examines the common methods of

Aascertaining prime costs and burden costs, and of distributing the latter 

over various products. 'The choice of methods and their application to 

particular types of industrial enterprises are considered, together with 

the relations of the cost records to the production planning. Attention

is given to the content and form of operating reports for the guidance 

of various responsible officials, 

field work in devising accounting systems, and opportunities are given to 

gain personal experience through constructive work in industry.

Each student is required to do practical

3 hours per week: 3 credits.
Problems in Industrial Accounting. 
H. A. C. A. Bulletins.
.A.F.Church, Cost -Accounting.

Text-hook : Sanders,

, & $
:

M
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Industrial Management: this course will comprise a broad survey of the305.

field of management, particularly the management of manufacturing concerns.
‘VIt is the aim of this course to train students in effective methods of

I
approach to administrative and executive problems related to production.

Necessary descriptive background is drav/n largely from the manufacturing

industries. Excursions to view methods at first hand form part of the

Problems arising in the location of an enterprise, the designcourse.

and construction of buildings, the selection and arrangement of equipment,

the procuring of the material, and labour requirements, are considered during 

the first half-year.

with the conduct and control of production.

services of functional specialists, labour relations, production control 

methods, and the uses of cost accounting are among the topics considered.

3 hours per week:

In the second half-year the course deals primarily

Executive organization, the

3 credits.

Schell and Thurlby, Problems in Industrial Management. 

References : Lansburgh, Industrial Management 

Taylor Society Bulletins.

Text-book:

302. Finance Problems : this course is based on a study of financial
%}

problems involving phases of finance administration such as the broad

principles underlying the determination of an individual investment policy, 

administration of investment houses, commercial banks and finance companies, 

and problems in promotion, organization, etc. The greater part of the 

course deals in general with the financial problems of a business and its

relations with financial institutions.

3 hours per week: 3 credits.

Text-book: C.E.Fraser, Problems in Finance.

_____________________

"



309b« Commercial Law: this course embraces a general and particular 

outline of the principles of contract law from the elements to the 

remedies for breach, and includes special lectures on such phases of 

Commercial Law as agency, banking and bills of exchange, partnership, 

corporations and foreign judgments.

3 hours per week: 1-4- credits.

Text-books : Anson, Contracts
Falconbridge, Banking and Bills of Exchange.

References : Falconbridge, Sale of Goods 
Russell, Bills 
Pollock, Partnership 
Villis, Contracts 
Dominion and Provincial Statutes.

/V

é

400. Labour, Theory and Problems: during the first term an inquiry will 

be made into t.ie causes ol industrial unrest and the remedies advocated.

QSuch topics as unemployment, inadequate wages and industrial accidents, 

trade unionism, labour legislation and employers' remedies will be con

sidered. The second term will include a study of various theories of 

social re-iorm and suggested types of social organization : utibpias,

socialism, syndicalism, the indictment of capitalism and the latter’s 

defence. r2 hours per week : 2 credits.

400. Advanced Accounting and Auditing: analytical power, breadth of view,

initiative and resourcefulness, with regard to accounting, are cultivated

The work undertaken covers dissolutions of partnerships, 

combination and consolidation of corporations, bankruptcy, settling of 

estates, conducting business in two currencies simultaneously, purchase 

and sale of special types of securities, etc.

with auditing from the standpoint of the treasurer, controller or auditor 

in charge of the accounts of a commercial or industrial concern.

in this course.

The course also deals

3 hours per week: 3 credits.

r
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&400. Advanced Accounting and Auditing: cont'd d ivText-books : Case Material, compiled by the Department.
Hanson, Problems in Auditing.

References : Montgomery, Auditing, Theory and Practice. 
Sell and Powelson, Auditing.
Jackson, Audit .forking Papers 
Journal of Accountancy.

IT

a survey of the problems of the sales .ana; er,401. Sales Management:

such as those involving the sales organization, sales research, policies

relating to the product, distribution policies, prices and terms of sale, 

methods of selling, management of the sales force, delivery policies, 

credits, collections and control or sales operations.

5 credits.

It

3 hours per week:

problems in Sales Management.Text-book: Tosdal,

this course will be a study of the place and function 

of advertising in business through a series of business cases ; the uses of
402. Advertising:

r
advertising by various types of retail business, by manufacturers of

goods, by manufacturers of industrial goods, by wholesalers, and

The course touches only

Its purpose is not to give a

consumers *

by various types of financial institutions, 

incidentally upon the technique of advertising, 
training for men who desire to become advertising technicians, but rather 

for those who, as executives, have to consider the use and application of adver-

Accordingly, the relation of 

advertising to the other functions in business management, especially to 

sales management, and the place of advertising in merchandising strategy

tising to accomplish results in business.

are given consideration.
Text-hook: Borden, Problems in Advertising.2 hours per week: 2 credits.

■
■
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r405. Insurance Problems: this course is for actuarial students and 

covers the organization, financial and sale phases of Life Insurance 

me course will be handled entirely by Insurance CompanyCompanies.

executives.

2 hours per week: 2 credits,

409. Executive Problems: the aim of this course is to correlate the work 

given in the specialized courses of the previous years, and to show the

interdependence among different functional departments of business, and to 

sugges t the solution of problems affecting the broad general policy of an 

operating company. The approach of the cpurse is that of a general 

executive who gives his attention to broad policy problems that touch all

the departments of the business. Throughout the year business executives 

will be brought into the classroom to discuss with the students problems 

involved in the business represented by the speaker. There will be study

and discussion or available case material dealing with production, accounting, 

marketing, linancial and statistical aspects of businesses. Comprehensive

written reports on current business problems are to be submitted by the 

students throughout the year.

3 hours per week: 3 credits.

Text-book: Current Case Materials.

Hesearchi before graduation the student must submit a report covering 

the constructive and finished investigation of a major problem, chosen in 

consultation with the Head of the Department and the manager under whose 

guidance the investigation will be made.

give the student as much uninterrupted time as possible for this work.

3 credits.

•I

Class hours are arranged so as to

20 hours = 1st year. 
22 hours =? 2nd year. 
18 hours = 3rd year. 
16 hours = 4th year.
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August 10 th, 1 931 e

E. II. Morrow, Esq 
813a Duplex Avenue, 
Toronto.

• i

My dear Mr. Morrow:-

Tha k you for your letter of
August ?th.

I should vary much appreciate 
reading a report on Commerce as prep- red 
for the University of British Columbia 
and can give you the assurance that the 
document will be regarded by me as confidential.

I am very much Interested in this matter
I am not satisfiedof Commerce in universities.

WlAHi the course*# in any Canadian university and 
believe that something very muoh better is possible.

Thank you for giving my message to 
Mr. Freeman and looking forward $o having a 
further chat with you sometime in Montreal,

I am.
Ever yours faithfully.

Principal.
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c/o Mr. D.A. Rose,
Apart. 107, 400 Avenue Rd 
Toronto, August 23, 1:.31.

• 9

^resident Sir Afchhur Currie, 
McGill University,
Montreal.

Dear Sir Arthur:

A few days ago I had lunch with Mr E. H. Morrow,of the 

McLean Publishing Co 
had recently with you in Montreal, 
had expressed a desire to see me. Since I expect to be in 

Montreal on the fifth of September, I wondered if I might 
give myself the pleasure of calling upon you. 
be en route to Boston with my wife,and if the 7th is 
not convenient for you, perhaps you could give me an 

appointment on the 8th.

who told me of a conversation he• >

He told me that you

I shall

Yours sincerely

■

fc:, $g®5
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August 25th, 1931.

Ralph B, Freeman, Esq., 
c/o Jr# D, A• Rose,
Apartment 107, 400 Avenue Hoad, 
Toronto*

Dear 2r. Freeman:-

Thank you for your note of 
I shall be very glad Indeed 

to see you ,vhon you pass through Montreal, 
but 1 am afraid I shall not be here on the Thh. 
I am planning to take a ten days vacation - 
going first to the Canadian Legion Convention 
at ..iagara Palls and then to spend a few days 
v/ith my sisters at Strathroy. It was not my 
intention to return before September 8th.

Please ring un my secretary on 
the morning of the 8th - Marquette 9181 - and 
she will let you know where I can be found. 
Frankly, I wish to diseuse with you schools of 
commerce.

August 23rd.

Yours faithfully,

Principal.1
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Notes on School of Commerce of

the University of Western Ontario.

1.The following courses, all obligatory and figuring in the curriculum 

of the University of estera Ontario, find no place in our curriculum.

Marketing
Sales Management
Advertising
Executive Problems ^
Research ( a kind of thesèk at end of 4th year) 
The History of Canada and the United States.

2.The oonomics courses are five in number, and after the usual introduction

lor example : Origin of Banks andpursue a distinctly practical aim.
Labour, Theory andBusiness finance, Transportation,Investment Houses,

roblema.
3.In countancy,and in such aspects of Organization as are not included in

the courses mentioned in the first paragraph, the work covered is practically 

the same as with us, and occupies the same number of : lours. 

have no introductory course in Business Organization.

for is first notions fro . , vactice and experience in Accountancy work.

oreover, our acc unting includes some of what is here grouped under 

Business Organization.
4.Commercial Law - of similar scope to our own course is here condensed into

e, however,

We let the students

one year.
5.All business courses (Accountancy, Organization, cone tics, Commercial .saw, 

and the courses tentioned as having no place in c ;r curriculum) are oblig-

One advantage of vis is t at it -ütses lor a 

real coordination of courses and for t. eir . re al improvement and adapta-

Another advantage is t at doubt and discussion

atory in Vestera Ontario.

tion to the end in view.
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*regarding the work that a student Should take up in the successive 

years is avoided and all clerical and registration work simplified.

6. Other compulsory subjects in estera Ontario are ' ublic Speaking

and Canadian Literature.

7. With regard to languages, these are obligatory during two years, but

may be pursued all through the course.

this subject is obligatory to the same extent as with us.8. -latheratios :

In the Second year (corresponding to our present Third year), there is a

tIn addition there is an elementarycourse similar to our Mathe atics 42.

course on Analytical Geometry and another on the Calculus Courses such

as these once formed a part of our curriculum and I think are to be

highly recoi.iended

F,'
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fi SUERA. L REPORT

PREFACE
Only familiarity with local conditions and experience, 

ripened from meeting those conditions, will permit one to 
work out a commercial course suitable to the peculiar needs 
of any particular university. These suggestions, therefore, 
are indicatory in scope only and are based on principles 
that have been proved at the Harvard Graduate School of Busi
ness Administration and by several years of experience in 
building on undergraduate course at the Universiiy of Western 
Ontario.

Section 1.

Frequent reference to the latter University is due to 
two factors:

1. The unquestioned success wnich has attended the 
principles and policies followed by the Univer
sity of Western Ontario since they were first 
planned out in 1922.

2. The familiarity of the writer with the problems 
of that institution.

THS PLACE OF COM-/JSKCE IK THS UMlVE.d>lTY.

Section 2. 
Educational 
Development 
of Business

Written records of business transactions have reached a 
point where they can be scientifically studied and classiiied 
for the accumulated experience they represent and for the broad 
principles of action they contain. Henco business has developed 
to a point where it can be made a matter of education. It has 
followed the sane path as has previously been followed by all 

of ociucatIon—the Arts, which in their early
activities of the Gnurch; Medicine, whichother branches 

stage grew out of the grew out of the practice of medicine; Law; Pedagogy; Engineer
ing; Agriculture otc. In other words, business lias progressed 
to a point where it has become a proper subject for advanced 
educational application—it shows the first gem of profession
alization.

All true advanced education has its laboratory, either 
modelled on the actual practising field of an occupaLion or 
consisting of the actual field Itself. Literature has the 
works of poets and authors. The Sciencos have their 1 bora- 
tories miniatured after the scientific equipment everywhere 
in use. Law has its courts, medicine has its hospitals. 
Agriculture has its husbandry, bo Business finds ita labor» 
tory readily available in the actual world of commerce, 
the close contact which the Department of Commerce needs to 
maintain with the world of business in the utilization oi its 
equipment and of its experienced experts involves nothing now 
to an academic concept. The proper utilization of the world

Section 3. 
Laboratory
acquire
ments

Hence
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of business and of its available personnel conforms 
best traditions of University education.

Section 4. Strictly speaking, all University education is profes-
ZESLÇSââiSSSA. aion&l. It trains for the Church, for the School, for the 
Aspects. University itself, for Lue, for Sedicine. etc. Business

training is no except ion—its requirements are strictly pro
fessional. Bit owing to the immensity and v;jried sco o of 
the field ts requirene: ts are leas noticeably professional 
than a training for the narrower ficlus such us Medicine, 
Laiv, Dentistry, Sjgine ring etc. Probably the professional 
aspects of business training are parallel to those found in 
agriculture, another occupational field of varied

to the

scope.
Liko agricultural training, business training can be ad

justed to varied degreeo of advancement, art of which be 
ntuio a atc.nd.rd of attainment by an educational institution 
but none of which have been approved of as a minimum standard 
required ly an organised occupational group, as is founu in 
law nd maty other professions.

As in the field of agriculture, therefore, University- 
training In business can in practice bo divided into two di
visions:

1. The training of the chief body of students to 
a point where they can reasonably be considered 
to have & sufficiently developed education to 
marne t. .en useful and acceptable in their field 
of occupation.
pends upon a variety of factors in whic., the 
concepts of the individual institution ploy a 
major part.

This standard of attainment do-

sfa.ksf7u2. Advanced education sco.e for thetraining of experts in^apecial fields of work, 
either for practical occult ion or for advanced 
teaching ranks.

Section 5. 
Eolation of 
Cocreorce to 
the General 

Arts

Because com .orciul and business life ferns so great » 
part of the world's organised activities, it offers corres
pondingly large opportunities for occupation, ilonce the 
growth of the commercial department will be correspondingly 
great. This accounts for the rapid appearance ef the Depart
ment in Universities and for the growth in its enrollment.
It is educational adjustment to the needs and opportunities 
of modern life.

The instl ait Ion which ignores this fact rune counter to 
a fundamental of educational service and is out of step with 
developments everywhere—notably in Great Britain and in the 
United States.
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A serious clunker is involved because coaaorci&l education 
is gradually assuming the proportions of a general education. 
As larger numbers of students gravitate towards business edu
cation with its occupational opportunities there will be a 
tendency for the humanities to become restricted to a fow oc
cupational groups. If the advantages of the humanities are 
to be preserved to the people as a whole, business education 
must be grafted on to the arts course, so that it efrecta its 
purpose without too great a loss of traditional standards*

Her© lies the moot difficult problem to be solved. 
Balancing of extreme delicacy is repaired to mae a commercial 
education available to the average student without losing the 
humanities or without stepping exclusively into the realm of 
post-graduate studies.

'

The problem can only be worked out in the individual in
stitution according to its requirements. Patience, tact, :«nd 
the oersonallties of those responsible are _ araoount to the 
solution. With the task properly done, however, the growth of 
the commercial department, with a proper dependence on tae .jrts 
départiront, can be mae to strengthen the lat tor—especially in 
bo*far as the early years of the course are concerned.

Temporarily, at least, the tondoncp might be checked by 
restrictions such as stiff entrance requirement» and long 
courses sufficient to discourage m average stuaent. 1
feel, despite such precautions, the basic tendency ^oul * 
vail and In the aoa^hilo the Institution that adopte 
will appear to be out of step and will not give t community 
service that is demanded.

moot the situation frankly.““"mî and ,0 «, to a
least some part of a soundto give a

satisfactory course that preserves -t 
arts education.

Primarily, the Department is designed to /•- * ° ^ ^iia
that they are better fitted to enter business * ~0 .,ropor
service grows a wide field of community s®rv * lt,38roona Can

___  instructional material necessary fot u»e in the
graduate work only come from actual contact with the *i°i^

Section 6. 
Service 
peatares 
Lead to

mmmmiendowed by buainoas--on an Individual philanthropic 
a business basis by large firms and associations.

How
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n
In Canada the first development of a similar trend is seen 

from the fact that tho Western instructors and final year stu
dents are constantly employed in assisting Individual concerns 
in London, Ontario. The service grows from year to year, 
throws great responsibility on the instructors, but it keeps 
them alive and abreast of developments. It supplies the finest 
of teaching material.

It

Alone, instructors cannot go far with this service, but 
when assisted ty advanced students the scope appears unlimited. 
Advanced students capable of good work entail the development 
of a research organization and of post-graduate studies. This 
Isa development to be envisaged for the future and to be planned 
for. The business needs jf the country call for grauu&te commer
cial development in all major Universities.
the paths that its location matccsmost profitable, thus avoiding 
needless duplication and eventually contributing to a rounded- 
out national and educational service of vast importance and in
fluence.

S&ch should follow

Section 7. 
Service to 
the
University.

Because the Department contacts so closely with the world of 
business it performs for the University the unique survice of in
terpreting it to a great source of potential endowment. The De
partment speaks the 1» nguage of business, adopts its point of view 
and contributes directly to Its welfare. Depending upon the man
ner in which this contact is capitalized and ueed by tnc Depart
ment Heads and University authorities, the Department of Commerce 
can be made to tap the wealth of the community for the benefit of 
the University. The vast suras recently contributed by wealthy 
men to United States institutions have not been the result of co
incidence. They are the reward of sound service backed ty intel
ligent cultivation.

While the Department of Commerce is the natural spe-rpoint 
of such development, the outcome will be generally beneficial to 
the institution provided that the key department assumes its pro-

It is an-per place In the general scope of the Arts Department, 
other argument for Care in laying darn tho first policies and in 
building a department whose eventual success means a strengthen ng 
of the entire structure.

c, v"
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Section 9. OBJECTIVES 0? CfUffiffiCjAfr pXP. ï 'F

The objectives of the Commercial Department 
or leas in order of Importance us follows

1. To develop graduates who on the average will be:- 
(aj Acceptable to business 
(b, Successful in business
(c; Able to fit smooth Ip into business life at 

graduation and will not be handicapped by 
the earlp disabilities which traditionally 
have attached to the University man. This 
phase of the work is very important and can 
only be appreciated by those who realize 
how badly the average graduate does fit into 
business when he leaves college. T..e tradi 
tion is oil founded.

are more

2. To develop post-graduate specialists to a point where they 
will:-
(a) Shter business with special adaptability for 

definite fields >f work^vut^»^, lVvuvu^V, y ç,Yc*>xt»tac^>.
(b) Be useful for special services such as govern

ment service.
(c, Serve as teachers and research experts.

H.B. The field f commercial specialist, qualified under the 
regulations of the various Departments of Education, also 
should be catered to as facilities permit. Confidentially, 
it can be told that whereas the educational authorities of 
Ontario were once extremely sceptic 1 of the University 
graduate of the Business Department at «testera, they have 
now consented to accept Western standards and courses for 
every commercial specialist requirement. It is a valued 
recognition granted only to Western.

3. To gain distinction for the University in the fields of 
business wherein the Department is peculiarly fitted to 
give leadership toid to develop the members of the staff 
so that they become recognised as dependable counsellors.

4. To do its share towards the development of a literature 
of Canadian bhsinesa. Kiis is a crying need in a field 
as yet completely untouched.

Section 9. 
What is 
Involved In 
the Chief 
Objective

The Cj.iof objective is to train a competent body of young 
men for business life. In this connection It is important to 
realise thut it is entirely a work of training of the mind and 
of developing a point of view, 
aqy institution.

Business cannot be taught in 
The actual teaching f business corses only



De^rtoentt.vo Departments, t^ref”eL*^1 _Q,,fcU, «md tact. Success, hoe

«*• — - - wf^lhc iopurtoont of a>ono=lco. It 1. not rncoos ry to on-
it baa been covered in previous correspondence.scope

large on this point as

Section 11. 
Be letion to 
Other Arta 
Departments

Foremost, the Commercial Department needs the ^napathetic 
co-operation of the other Arts Dep&rtne.ts whose . ereonnel should 
realise that they have definite responsibilities towards tie com
mon attainment of an educated commerce student. Commercial sub
jects «hen properly taught on the inductive system ore extremely 
developmental of the mind and this is a truth which all will learn 
to concede, pace the Arts personnel realises that tne new education

3 give and take con-1s firmly founded in traditional educati; :i, 
cessions neceos ry to the establishment of the new- courses are easy 
to obtain. It takes time to bring about, but it can bo done and .. s
boon done successfully.

On the other hand, there are definite responsibilities on t>.o 
commercial personnel to concede to the established departments.
The danger of the commercial department adopting a sc^ish 1 ^ ^
is real ana the danger increases as the depar^ent.^cin strongUi
and influence. This tendency mat bo guarded J

.ereonal attributes of the depertmant uu&v.thing depends u^on the

BSSDS OF THE DSPÀRTâûSflT

Section 10.
The 1. Inculcating the necessary point of view in the student. 
Objective is 2. j$r habituating the student to hard work requiring long hours 
Attained by: and high standards of performance.

3. Ifor teaching him to measure his work by results rather Uian tyr 
academic grades—-* requirement cz-lling for e ocinl treatment 
that only a business-trained instructor can properly give.

4. By training the student to analyse business problems end to 
reach reasoned decisions on the basis of his*analysis; it is 
a process which develops the importent .uallt, of Judgment.

5. By developing in the student a quality of "Business seneo".
6. By bringing him into contact with business and business men. 

The more the Instructor can do this the more successful he 
will bo.

in business practice. This is true because the possible fields 
of activity which students will eventually follow aro too varied 
to be covered and especially because business action is governed 
by circumstance and only experience will teach how to recognize 
and how to deal with & situation. The advantage of the college 
graduate is that he starts with a background into which to fit 
his experience as it accumulates, 
and advanced more quickly. Be is essentially more promising 
executive material and begins to reap reward for his*educational 
investment from five to ten years after graduation.

ho* therefore, 1earns fastor

SSI

6
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Section 13. 
delation to 
Business 
Community

The Department of Corsnorce mst eventually become a recog
nized unit of the "business community. commanding the respect of 
business non and drawing freely upon their resources.

Store again the solution depends almost entirely upon the 
personality and skill of those whose duV it is to o&.-o the con
tacts. A knowledge of business, of its language and of its 
psychology is a sine goa non of the solution, fine is a factor.

Section 14. 
Bureau and 
Graduate 
Students

The full flow or of development will coroe only as the Depart
ment is able to establish a Bureau of Research with graduate stu
dents to assist in securing teaching material and in directing the 
activities of undergrade*ie students. Eue speed with which tills 
phase of tiie work is established will depend upon the resources 
available and the aggressiveness with which they are handled.

TYPE OF T&vCKlKG -B&klËSE
Broadly speaking, the best business instruction is inductive 

and develops from the use of problem secured from business prac
tice.
ference material for the handling of the problems, 
torn is difficult to handle because It requires

1. An intimate knot, lodge of what it moans
2. The experience required to carry it into practice.
Tha case system takes tin© to introduce and must be developed 

step by step. Its general development amongst the universities of 
the continent, in fact, is still strictly limited. It is u s„stem 
of education scarcely begun—though it is loosely talked about.
But it is efficient in attaining the objectives previously outlined.

Section 15.
Text books in the usual sense do not belong except as ro-

ïhe case ay a-

Section 16. 
The
Instructor

This Is a brood subject which can only be touched upon.

Ideally, Instructors should be specialists in somewhat re
stricted fields with broad background in tiie entire field, khe 
condition of having sped lists for every phase, however, is a 
matter of slow development and growth. All that can bo done in 
the early stages is to approximate as nearly as possible to the 
ideal.

But in the teaching of business subjects—especially where 
the case system is used—business training coupled with a busi
ness point of view is essential in the instructor, 
got it the student cannot be expected to attain the objective 
luid down for him.

If he a&o not

1
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Competent instructors in the field of business are diffi
cult to obtain. The sources of supply are as follows
1• jfoqpg graduates of schools of business of recognized merit. 

For these the lure of business is great and of necessity the 
turnover in the teaching ranks is high. This, especially in 
the junior ranks, is not altogether an unmixed evil. There 
are features of advantage in a changing staff—provided that 
there is continuity in the senior ranks and provided that the 
proper traditions are well established in the early years.

2. Economists who turn to Commercial Courses.
First rank instructors come from the pure economic group, 
provided that in the first instance they receive the proper 
guidance and assistance in developing the commercial point 
of view. Even here, the problem of turnover will prove 
bothersome, because the pure economist who turns to business 
subjects is apt to develop business ambitions at the 
time. same

Where older men are concerned more stability can be 
looked for, though the problem of directing them will be 
more difficult.

3. Graduates.
The development of a Bureau of flese&rch will help in the prob
lem of securing instructors because it helps to develop the 
academic flair in the department's own graduates. In tpis 
group two dangers must be guarded against;
(a) Inbreeding with its tendency towards internal dry rot
(b) For their own sakes, the members of a bureau's staff 

should not be permitted to get into a rut that deprives 
them of business experience, and denies them the oppor
tunities of commercial life. I make this point because
I have seen what I believe to be harmful effects created 
by an overdevelopment of a bureau staff.

4. Business Executives.
From the standpoint of regular Instruction the practising 
business man is of limited success. His regular occupation 
interferes too greatly, and his teaching is not of the best.
As a temporary means of overcoming instructional difficulties, 
however, he is invaluable.
But the practising executive as an occasional lecturer in the 
classroom and as an instructor in his own business is a prime 
necessity of the commercial department, 
used frequently because his is the task oi inculcating in tne 
student the all-important element of "Business Sense."

The task of regulating this phase of the instruction so that 
men competent in the classroom are used and so that their lec
tures fit into the general scheme of a course is the task of

The requirements are so very

He must be used and

the instructor.
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varied and change so rapidly vlth each succeeding step of ad- 
vaneonont that it is topousible to detail them.

The id -al instructor would he the nan who combines 
qualifications with teaching aptitude and business experience. 
Tory occasionally this type of instructor sight be available, 
but ho cannot be counted upon as forming a source from which 
instructors can be drawn.

h

BA8IC fflftiUIBBEMTS OF THE COUftdE

Section 17. 
S tandards The first requisite is a good selection of those who enter 

the course. Personality and native ability are the chief fac
tors in a satisfactory graduate, and they should be sought for 
in the commercial freshman. Hence, satisfactory entry require
ments fora the first step. Dependent on conditions, the entry 
requirements will be based upon a standard attained in, auy, the 
second year of the general arts course, the continuity of stan
dards through succeeding years will be based on both arts and 
commercial courses.

Section 18. 
Fundamental 
Course a

On the whole, the chief requirement of training the business 
mind cun be attained with fee c rt.es properly handled. For the 
general cocmercial student on & four year course, therefore, the 
following approximate maximum schedule should suffice:

1. Introductory Course to acquaint him in broad outline with the 
scope and Inter-relationship of the specialised courses to 
follow.

2. One course in Fundamentals of id
3. One course in Marketing
4. One course in Industrial Management.
5. One course In Foreign Trade {.or U.ii.C. j - 
G. One course in Statistics -
7. One course in Business Finance
8. Ono course in Contract haw and Documentation. —
9. One course to correlate the specialised subjects in a related 

whole.
10. A major report before graduation involving individual work in 

the solution of an actual business problem.

Backing these fundamental courses, however, arc selected courses 
in Economics.

y ]tt Utiiti ki"
% >u<vv*1

Allowing for two complete . ears of general arts subjects, the 
program outlined involves heavy work for the student, but that 
is a neceack-ry part of his training.

Granted a schedule ap_ roximtely as outlined, it means tnat the 
e tudont gets an all around c-ourse covering the major phases of 
business activity. It also provides ample scope for individual 
effort and initiative.

ÊÉimMM
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Argr business trained, instructor should bo competent to conduct 
most or tlicoe fundamental courses.

A tentative outline based on the 1530-31 calendar is 
Appendix A accomparying this report. shaun in

Section 19. 
An Important
Chaajy *Thile the Introductory Course In Business Organisation could) 

be dispensed with it has great value in aeçua the student ,LlU>\
uith the field of work to follow and wakes him realise that apc- I jju 
cialised subjects to com are integral ports of one whole. This / c.uvffh2 
is met advantageous where tuu.. • .... tee are concerned. L,

Bit this course should be set in the 
fore s&ues it necess .ry for students to be 
that they are headed for cornerco.

second y oar and there- 
sure at that stage 

It destreys the complete 
arts aspect Oi the second yev.tr. Tho situation would bo- siapli- 
fi^d if equivalent standing to a pass course in Arts wore con
ceded to this cour bo. Thon, students who fall to pass into the 
third year coeaorco would receive credit on a pass co rae, pro
vided tneir standing act with the requirements.

u-

Section 20.
Advanced
Work

Soj-onu the scope of tho all around course covered by the 
fundvu-ontai subjects above listod lies an unlioi tod field of ad
vance speciulicat,ion to be ta.a»n advantage of iy the student who 
extends his studies beyond tho four years.

Advanced studies in the fana of a series of specialised 
courses can be carried on in each of the fields of Statistics, 
Sales, Finance, Froc. ction and Accounting. It is impossible 
to say what saoule, or should not bo dono in this regard because 
it all depends on local facilities and conuilions. All the sub
jects are important but can all bo developed only in a graduate 
school of large proportions.

When the course at Western was first laid dawn it was decid
ed that specialisation coula only be undertaken in one field for 
several years. The field of sales was chosen boc&use it was felt 
that the future scientific emphasis of business would bo cast in 
this field. The wisdom of that decision is no» burno out by the 
actual developments and Western appears to be on tho rigut track in 
slowly developing specialised advanced studios in marketing and Its 
allied subjects.

That situation still holds and, 1 believe, should govern the 
growth of the development of tho department at U l. of n.C.
This is a question of principle. The details of the uovelopaont 
of course will v^-ry with tho peculiar opportunities of your 
situation.

own
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Section 21. 
The Matter 
of Decrees

The question of advanced studies brings up the matter of 
degrees. I feel that Western showed peculiar foresight in main
taining the B.A. for all undergraduates and in refusing to fol
low the popular trend of establishing a special Bachelor Degree 
in Commerce. It has meant certain important advantages, viz
1. The Western commercial graduate is stamped as an Arts 

graduate.
2. Western students will be exempt from the danger of being 

identified with a degree which may in a few years become 
unpopular amongst executives. Every institution in Ameri
ca almost is grinding out B.Corns, etc., and enough of them 
do not know what they are doing to constitute a real dan
ger of bringing commercial degrees into disrepute.

3. Western is now free to establish a distinctive Master's 
Degree which will identify and reward her advanced stu
dents on the merits of her own work.

• f

This feature means carrying into the university an impor
tant though simple principle of business, viz. "When you pro
duce a product of distinctive quality, good business demands 
that it should carry a distinctive identifying mark."

In the case of the U. of B.C., I am convinced that a simi
lar policy would be best. But the degree of B.Coin. has been 
established and it may be inadvisable to discontinue it. It 
remains to make the best of the situation—eith one great con
solation. It is that by situation the U. of B.C. is herself a 
distinctive institution. She has the opportunity to make the 
B.Com highly reputable in B.C., whatever it may be elsewhere. 
This is a problem which can only be dealt with on the ground 
and in consultation with others.

Section 22. 
Recommenda
tions for

In ary event, dependence on a degree alone as a means of 
promoting the reputation of the Department would be unwise. A 
system of personal recommendations can be worked out so that 
the University can safely guarantee them within reasonable li
mits.

Graduates

A sample of the recommendations used by Western is attached. 
The truth is always told and after an experience of eight years 
nothing better has been discovered. These recommendations gener
ate confidence in business circles. At Western the system has 
been expanded to other departments.

Section 23. 
Keeping in 
Touch with

The Department of Commerce has an important administrative 
function in keeping touch with its graduates and in replacing 
them when necessary. As these men are the business leaders of 
the future, the importance of cultivating them after graduation 
is obvious.

Graauates
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This topic can onlv be dealt with In general teras 
or less obvious at this distance. more

This in sane respects is ad
vantageous, because the distant point of view must necessarily 
be founded on basic fundamental considor&tions.

Section 24.
Laboratory Tho Commercial Department at the Ü. of B.C. will have the
IS&UI&2S. advantage of what will prove to bo one of the tnreo best labora

tories in tho Dominion—Vancouver, Montreal and Toronto, 
fron tho standpoint of laboratory resources B.C. neous to u..;e 
second place to none. The leadership of the Department amongst 
the universities of Canada will be limited only by:

} lack oi aggressiveness exploiting the resources available 
(b) The aggressiveness of two other Institutions in exploiting 

their resources.

hence

From this standpoint the 0. of B.C. at th.s moment has a 
uni(juo opportunity to grasp leadership and to establish a 
Dominion wide reputation because her possible rivals have failed 
ns yet to show a realization of what business education involves.

Section 25.
Community
Influences

Inevitably the major industries of a con. unity afford the 
best laboratory facilities. Hence I judge that when local teach
ing material has been collected it will colour the instruction 
with an emphasis on the problems of tho following industries:-

Fishing
Lumbering and Wood working
Mining
Canning
Vegetables and Fruit 

( In Marketing)
In so far as the fields of wholesale and retail distribution 

are concerned the influences will not bo distinctive and will fol
low along the usual lines.

Section 26.Outstanding For advanced work and for the development of the staff --v
Opportunities wise course will be to drive directly along those linos acntlonoa 
for ü.of B.C. above. Especially will this hold In the case of agricultural 

phases where exceptional advantages will be enjoyed because.-
(a) Agricultural marketing is already scientifically advanced

in J3e Uw ^ .(b) the possible caoporatlon of a school of culture, *

■

■__SKggc .___
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Section 27.
Foreign
Trade

, üovo all, however, development mat be pushed into the 
field of Foreign Trade, xith particular stress on Oriental Trade. 
Sufi ice to say that. In sty opinion, the .ey to Canada's economic 
problem Hoe in the development of Oriental traae. Transporta
tion problem, fuel problems and Imperial trade «robleræ 
around the one phase and tho Ü.B.C. is at the heart of it all 
with everything at her door.

conter

Foreign Trade subjects# carefully planned and aggressively 
pushed will, I believe, eventually sin for tho staff and 
dents of the Department» of Commerce and of Economics

atu-
a mOwt com

manding position in the business, economic and governmental life 
of Canada. It will furthermore gain for the University tno 
t ive and, prob'.Lly, the pecuniary sup. ort of great business 
g&nisatIons in several industries.

ac-
or-

■hjr eey more? It is a vision—one I have held for several 
y oar s and which I now hope la in process of consummation.

Section 20.
Advisory
Board

An advisory board of loua lug business mn should be estab
lished to guide the department In its activities and policies. 
Apart from its usefulness in this regard, a well-cons si vu tod 
board will prove & source of strength and assistance in nuay 
directions.

Section 29.
DETAILS OF A couasa FÜH U. OF B.C.

In the attached appendix A are suggestions for a course 
which will embody tho principles laid down. The outline, of 
course, is born of complote ignorance of your conditions, it 
is based on the calendar of 1930-31 and is intended to be il
lustrative only.

Moreover, no successful business course can be static in 
its early years—a period largely of experimental.on. Changes 
of some kind occur lnost from year to y oar.

t *.JV\ivm^Jg (<1- .
/hh \U

Tour existing course, fortunately, already contains the 
germ of what is a sound course in business. Basic change, 
therefore, is uncalled for.

Section 30. WOKKH STUDJSTS IB COElhhCE.

Women in commerce fora a difficult problem because they are 
unsuitod to field and laboratory work. Experience is that execu
tives do not take kindly to them in their plants and offices.
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At the.

«

Section 31. .coaaiuifl) cquksss

w_n ^«Commercial flepartment reaches its fullest usefulness 
‘ f“ ** ?*lnes with other depi»rtaents to provide for techni- 
lielements of a business trlinW 
In this way students who are highly efficient in scientific 
branches >f Industry acquire a knowledge of business ir , ri 
z at ion and a point of view which increases their usefuln^s"

«4 »hlcn lifte th«e out of m, ordlZrJ

tulre^.mt^ ÏZ £ SSL" “?finiî* ‘ec-mioal a=-
ture. Add to thin v‘i specific duties of a practical nu~ 
the teat quipped of ell etX!te “® fresuent1» one

Combinations of use are as followst-

lor actuarial and Insurance field 
—for Industrial Chemists 
—For Industrial Physicists 

~ui°tneerinS ~~For ^yinebra of various types 
. *3r Min® Engineering Executives

^ Culture —F or Business-trained Agriculturists 
(See Appendix A for details)

Comzaerce-itathematics
-Chemistry
-Physics

«

r\-.

• d
;
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Section 32. ygg ypJBttâJlTS Y&ÙW ASP THE HhAl^UIA
Traditions of work and of policy are vastly important in 

later years when they provide the momentum which carries a 
course along its way. Hence of vast importance it is that 
right traditions should he established daring the early forma
tive years.1

Establishing tradition is the task of the head of the de
partment. Experience, sound judgment, & knowledge of human 
nature and a personality acceptable to academic and to busi
ness circles are the qualifications needed ty the first head 
of the comnercini department.

An ability to speak easily, briefly and pointedly is an
other most desirable qualification. In short, the cot&iercinl 
course and its requirements must bo sold to the colleagues of 
the cixamercial personnel and to the business community.

» In the early stages this selling function is of primary 
importance and for eventual success it must be uoll performed. 
Consolidation within the department will then follow as a na
tural sequence because the sup-ort for it will be forthcoming.

Finally, the matter of continuity in the headship is of 
serious consideration. Policies and traditions can onl^, be 
well established under several years of single pur osed adminis
tration.

Above all, as in business, success depends upon action. 
The finest of plans and policies on paper will avail nothing 
unless they are intelligently arid consistently carried out.

S. H. borrow, B.A., M.B.A. 
013a Duplex Avenue, 
Toronto, Ontario.

i
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APPENDIX A

A Tentative Outline of a
Four Year Honour Course Leading to Degree of B. Com.

Section I
Refer to Section 18 of General Report.

First Year

To remain unaltered.

Alternative IIAlternative I

On assumption that the 3 unit 
rule per course and 15 units 
per year proves unalterable.

On assumption that commercial 
students shall he expected to 
carry more than 15 units of 
work in the later years: 
suming also that certain courses 
now listed as full 3 units can 
be arranged on a two term basis 
to provide special emphasis for 
commerce students in one term on 
a l£ unit basis.

As-

Second Year
Leave the second year as it stands 
with the possible substitution of

Introductory Course in Business 
for Geography 5.
The subject matter of this course 
will be covered in later courses 
particularly those dealing with 
foreign trade.
If desirable an

•3 unitsEnglish 2
1-J- units theMathematics 3-------

Concentrated term course to 
serve as a tool for future 
courses

unitsEconomics 2-------
One term section dealing 
intensively with economic 
history of North America

economic geography 
be used for the indivi-problem can dual report to be required in the 

Introductory Business Course. 
Otherwise I recommend dropping the 
Introductory Course from the■3 unitsEconomics 4

•3 units schedule.Choice of:- - - 
Language 
Mathematics 2 
Geography 5 
History 2 
Philosophy 1

Introductory Course in 
Business Organization - - - -3 units
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Third. Year

I II '

3 unitsEnglish English or Language 3 units

Arts Option 3 units Economics 4 3 units

Economics 7 - - - - - ---
With emphasis in 2nd term 
on financing phases

3 units Fundamentals of Accounting- - - - 3 units

Statistics 1 3 units

Fundamentals of Accounting- 3 units Marketing Problems 3 units

3 unitsStatistics 1

3 unitsMarketing Problems

Fourth Year

3 units3 unitsArts Option ------------
Preferably Economics 3

Economics 6
3 unitsEconomics 7

3 unitsEconomics 6
3 unitsCommercial Law 1

3 unitsCommercial Law 1 3 unitsChoice of: ----------
Industrial Management 
Business Finance Problems 
Sales Management Problems 
Industrial Accounting Problems

Business Finance Problems - 3 units

3 unitsChoice of:----------------
Industrial Management 
Sales Management Problems 
Industrial Accounting

Problems
3 unitsBusiness Policy

3 unitsBusiness Policy
of the commerce fieldsA major report in one 

will be required for graduation.A major report in one of the commerce 
fields will be required for graduation.

>

N.B.The weakness of the arrangement here set out lies 
in Sales Management Problems and Industrial Accounting Problems
Industrial Management and «eide of accounting and

students with defini ^ contained in the immediate pre-requi-
of Accounting given in the 3rd year.

of student

in offering the advanced courses 
without making

This cannot

be helped.
sales will desire more advanced work than is
sites, Marketing Problems and Fundamentals v .ptv
The introduction of a wide range of Arte Optionsbackground and helps to break up the tendency towards a single mould.

Some
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Fifth Year Course Leading to a Master’s Degree
Section II
Refer to Sections 6:8: 14: of General Report.

R.B. The scope in this field is large and will grow with time. All 
that can he done is to indicate two or three inter-related 
groups of specialized study which will eventually come into 
being. For the fairly immediate future, the recommendation 
is that the Foreign Trade group be prosecuted, leaving other 
groups to develop as circumstances make advisable, possibly 
opening up the sales group first.

I. For all Groups

)Industrial Management
) or both if not previously takenor

Business Finance Problems;

N.B. This provision will round out the fundamental background 
provided for in Section 18 of the general report.

Foreign Trade and Sales Groups.

Sales Management Problems (if not previously taken)

Advertising Problems ------------

III. Foreign Trade Group.

Canada* s Economic Problems and their solution 
(A seminar discussion at sta.ted intervals handled by the 
Departments of Economics and Commerce jointly)

II.

2 unit course

(no credit)

3 unitsEconomics 11
3 unit courseForeign Trade Problems

ljj| units 

1§ units
Import and Export Mechanics---------- ------ '

Economic Studies of specified areas- - - - - 
(Under direction of Department of Economics)

IV. Sales Group.
3 unitsRetail Store Management

1-ijf unitsEconomics 11

3 unitsIndustrial Accounting Problems

Commerce to complete 18 unitsOptions from Economics or
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V. Accomit ing Group

Industrial Accounting Problems (if not -previously taken) 

Advanced Accounting Practice ------------- 2 units
Auditing 3 units
Options to make 18 units

71. Report Thesis in all Groups

If Oriental Languages are added to the Arts Curriculum— 
as they should he—steps will have to he taken to incor
porate them into the Foreign Trade Course.

N.B.

A six year course would not he out of the way to develop 
students of this intensified training and preparation.

f



In the case of combination courses I would recommend that as 
far as possible an alternative Master’s degree be worked out with, 
the student electing before the senior year. Then during his last 
two years he would take commerce courses in conjunction with the 
work of the senior and M.A. year in his own department—with a final 
thesis which must satisfy the M.A. standards of his own department

section dealing with the commercial significance
and applications of his technical work.and with an added

thesis would be that it would not be in 
to deal with a practical

individual business concern.
The feature of such a 

the field of pure science, 
problem actually faced by some

It would have

There are advantages to this plan. It create, a ne» W oj 
M.A. work for the department concerned and brings p,
closer to the actval problems of individual «««■•«“ 
monly the case. It creates a new cooperation between the cofflnerce 
department and its sister departments. Above all—from p
standpoint-it develops a strong type^of^radu^e. ^ ^ „e

;h to justify itsmerce department to devote i 
rendering a service valuable

only for
for business and who otherwise 
versity with his Bachelor Degree.

be worked out in consultation 
, such as agriculture, special 

As an illus-
Details of such courses can only

In some caseswith other departments.
courses would probably have bec ommercetration, however, I would say that an 

need commerce work as follows:
of Accounting. Industrial Management. Business Finance

Industrial problem. Option.Fundamentals Problems, Marketing, Combined Report on an

If a combination student were to graduate from his own depart
ment first and then take his commerce work all in one year, he 
would not properly associate his business training with his tech
nical preparation. Moreover, he would be entitled only to. a 
B. Com., which would mean nothing in comparison to his chief degree.

One additional year must be taken during which the combination 
students will be given the fundamental group courses best fitted to 
orient them in their respective professions. Normally a 15 unit 
year with a thesis supervised by both departments concerned would 
comprise the additional requirements.

Students in the combined courses are essentially graduates 
of their own departments and the Commerce Department will be re
sponsible for giving service in selected courses to those depart
ments .

Combination Courses
Section III
Refer to Section 31 of the General Report.
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Covers "the fund&ine n't a 1 s of the accounting field, basic 
"books, preparation and analysis of financial statements, 
application of pri ciples to problems^ of capital, revenue, 
maintenance, cost tc. - Dutted ^ W l*i^£ ïfc, «^'***'

Fundamentals of Accounting—Cole. 
Supplemented with Problems.

Text Book;

Marketing Problems
A case approach to the principles and methods of distributing 
merchandise in the industrial and consumer fields. Channels 
of distribution, consumer buying habits, advertising and sa~es

all covered in this course. Frequentmanagement problems are 
reports on assigned problems are required.

Copeland—Problems in Marketing.Text Books:

Business Finance Problems
Case study of the day to day financing problems of the indi
vidual business as regards investment, promotion, budge.., 
credit etc. This course applies in concrete form the theory

Writes f finance as studied in the Department of Economics, 
ten reports on assigned problems are required.

C. E. Fraser—Problems in Finance.Text Book:

Introductory Course in Business Organization

This course covers in an elementary manner the various 
activities of a business from the management point of view. 
The intention is to make the student realize that finance, 
sales, production and other phases are closely correlated 
in the operation of a single business.

This course also is useful as a means of introducing the 
student to habits of research and self work. A report is 
assigned to him which he compiles largely on his own in
itiative.
Cases supplemented with "Introduction to Business" by 
Gilbert & Gragg constitute the material used.

Fundamentals of Accounting

)

t

__________________________________________________________________________________________

APPENDIX B

Brief Description of Content of some of the Commerce Courses.

fl 
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Industrial Management

A case approach to the problems of business as they apply to 
production phases of manufacturing industries. Problems of 
location, construction, equipment, supplies and internal 
trol, etc. are dealt with.
Text Book:

Sales Management Problems

con-

Schell & Thurlby Problems in Industrial Management.

An advanced case study of the problems of the 
in controlling the distribution of the 
markets, in handling the sales personnel,
Text Book: Tosdal—Problems in Sales

Industrial Accounting Problems

sales management 
product, in surveying 

etc.

Management.

Covers the ground of accounting in the factory for ascertaining

"rcrr"1 of assigning °ierhead c°=te- —?
Text Book: Sanders# Problems in Industrial Accounting.

Business Policy

A case course in which is correlated the specialized work of 
the other courses. Written reports at frequent intervals form 
a major requirement of this course.

Advertising Problems

A study of advertising in its relation 
and requirements, 
and media etc.

to sales policies, methods The functions of advertising, various methods 
are examined and principles evolved by case study.

Text Book: Borden—Problems in Advertising.
Foreign Trade Problems

A case study of the principles, methods, and requirements of export 
and import trade. Selling, advertising, packing, invoicing etc. are 
all touched upon in this course.

? (Boorbach—Problems in Foreign Trade)Text Book:
Import and Export Mechanics

A study of the documentation of foreign trade, insurance, financing, 
credits etc.

Km
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/University Education for Commerce f
The University’s Debt to Commerce

Universities, as we understand them today, may be regarded as—~

a direct production of our Christian civilization. As institutions, they
out of the needs of society, and ^ so long as they have responded 

to the needs and aspirations of the society around them,

^they have grown in culture and learning and in 

fulness and strength.

grew,naturally

use-

When a university has ceased to advance with the times, either because 

it ignored changing conditions or ignored a broadening of knowledge,

or because the people around it fell into a period of inanition so *soon did that
university cease to develop and cease to justify its existence, 

must identify itself with the people out of which it has
A university

grown, and take full 
advantage of the ever-growing light of knowledge, or it will drift back into

comparative darkness and wither away. This has happened in the case of a few 
universities, but as a rule universities have advanced with the times, although
some have been ahead and some behind, for various reasons,

In every period of their existence Universities have fulfilled a 

double function in the social order. ‘They have been the great training-schools 
for the different learned professions, and they have been the custodians and

exponents of all that is best in human wisdom and knowledge, and of the ideal 

elements on which society ultimately rests. The objects of a university are 
to train men for life and for study, to teach them how to think and study for 

themselves, to develop their characters, to develop their knowledge of their 

fellow-men and of the great universe around us, to stimulate a desire for 
knowledge, to carry on the search for knowledge,^to study the problems of men
and the world around us. Its duty is to do all of this, not merely for the 
sake of piling up useless or unused knowledge, but, as a living institution,

composed of merits duty is to identify itself with the world and its problems,
eCo i& kbvt 4~

and, directly or indirectly, to^, raise the mental and moral status of 

possible, and to make life better and happier.

alone is all very well, but if it be done without desire and intention that 

eventually it will benefit one’s fellow-men - then such learning is only a

everyone

Learning for leaning’s sake

selfish amusement.

The training of men for all professions and occupations should have 

its foundations in a broad culture; but^in addition to that^the medical doctor 

needs a special training in medicine and surgery, the lawyer in the law, the
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engineer in engineering and so on; and, correspondingly ithe men who are 

expecting to wrestle with the highly complicated problems of commerce, 

should be given a special training in Finance and Accounting, Political

Economy, Commercial Law, and so on.

One only has to consider the plight of the world today to realise the

Because it has stopped flowingimportance of Commerce in our social structure, 

freely and the exchange of goods throughout the world has become so small, we

Does it notare threatened with a very dark future, unless we improve matters, 

astonish us to think of this, and to realise that only within a generation have 

of our great universities had a section called a Faculty or a Schoolsome
specially set apart for the study of Commerce, and with a curriculum planned 

specially to prepare men for dealing with the problems of Commerce.

Probably 80% of us are dependent for our means of living either directly

The percentage might be almost 100%or indirectly on the exchange of goods.
cttoday, because the farmer producing his own food must exchange some of^ the food

The savage in Centralnil U-m. for the means to cook itf and for clothing.

Africa buys his cooking pots from the man specially skilled in making them. 

Without the exchange of goods and all that it entails, our civilization could 

And unless our present Commercial problems are studied ana dealtnot exist.
with by some of the best and most highly-trained minds that we have got thereI
is danger of our civilization going down in ruins.

When the Arabian MoslemsMay we turn to history for a few moments.

occupied Egypt, that country stood at the cross-ways of two of the greatest
l

commercial highways of the World - that between Central Asia and Northern
Cu/vtfV)

Africa^ ^and that between India and the Orient up the Red Sea to southern Europe.
These MoslemsAs a result, Egypt had a great commerce and was very wealthy.

brought with them their own rules about decoration and design.and they were
\

Arabs, men of great imagination and culture, and so there commenced that

wonderful development of Saracenic Art and Culture in Egypt which attained its

full glory in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. It would have gone

further, but in the years 1517-18 two events happened, 

discovered the sea-route to India, and so diverted much of Egyptian commerce.

The Moslem Turks seized the power, put their petrifying hands on development,
<1

Commerce almost ceased, Egypt became poor, 

and as a direct result the development of Egyptian culture practically ceased 

As we all know, in the latter part of the nineteenth century 

the British re-organized the country, and brought back its prosperity, and

Vasco de Gama

and killed most of the remainder.

for 380 years.

s.■
~

■ 
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* with it has cone a revival of Egyptian culture.

Again, in the eleventh century men realized that Venice was a most

convenient port for trading between Central Europe and the Orient, and so 

commerce brought prosperity and wealth to Venice, and through that city to

It is significant that in Bologna, not 90 railes from »enice,northern Italy.

there was founded^ few years afterwards, the earliest university in Europe.

As time went on other cities became prosperous and great| Genoa, Ilorence, and

Travel and the exchange of goods brought with them the exchange ofso on.
)ideas and the broadening of minds, until, with Dante as its herald^ 

developed in northern Italy in the fourteenth century that great intellectual

there

movement, the Renaissance, which marks the transition from the middle ages to

‘That movement brought a new attitude of mind, and commencedthe modern world.

and quickened new developments in philosophy, literature and every branch of
5^g5f"spread through Europe and are continuing today. It is significantArt,

to note that the two cities.which took the greatest parts in the commencement

of the ytfl&PPl' Renaissance, were Venice, the great trading port, and Florence, 

which, in its day, was the principal manufacturing city of Europe, for wqjLlen

The fact is that it was the commercial wealth of northernand silk goods.

Italy which made possible the splendour of the Renaissance, and the founding

of such schools of learning as those of Bologna, Salerno, Naples, Padua, Rome

and so on.

As the commerce of the eastern Mediterranean waned, so did the

a.commercial wealth of Italy, and with them the force of the 7&QAyt&& Renaissance

faded away. As commercial and industrial prosperity came to the cities of

nortte rn Europe, so did the northern people develop their own renaissance of 

learning and the fine arts.

concluded that monarchs were not patrons of the greatest security of tenure
in office, and deliberately painted a show portrait in order to obtain the

It is amusing to remember how the prudent Holbein

patronage of a steadier stratum of society, the wealthy merchants oi London.

Gentlemen, Commerce has been a steady patron oi learning and the arts,

It isand has been the consistent fore-runner of culture and civilization.
ewu*

Commerce that provides extra wealth, which allows of leisure ^rom
A
is that leisure which makes possible the devexopment of 

The development of painting, literature,

productive toil. It 

the higher arts and learning, 

sculp^re, design and so on', the advancement oi science and the pursuit of 

knowledge; such important institutions as universities, schools of
eUÜt,

art and learning, hospitals, and so on, are,in the last analysis, dependent
\

for their very existence on the exchange oi goods.
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That indicates the debt which Culture and Cultural Institutions

owe to Commerce^ TLey. ow^j*<>ct>^>,^tte4Ng-^r7^og4s-»esr»»--to-eqaaerp^y and 
therefore it behooves cultural institutions to study the life and activities 

of Commerce.

It is interesting to note that the study of Commercial transactions

is not new to universitiesj IWPs-ad.-so■ irftjar-s&t4»^-■ncire-’how»-olsw -Has -frean
, bt* S(Cg^o

/^ÔTthe development of this study until recent years.
*' A

The university as we understand it today, is largely the product

The first university to have a definite existence wasof mediaeval Europe.

that of Bologna in Italy, which was founded in A.D. 1088, and obtained its

greatest privileges and definite existence in A.D.1158. Its first and

greatest faculty was that of law. To that faculty came men who wanted to

study the religious and the civil law; most of them with a view to practising

in one or other of the city states of Italy, those great cities which depended

In their study of thefor their existence very largely on their commerce.

civil law those students had to study Commercial transactions and their effects

The University of Palencia and Salamancaon the relations of men and states.

in Spain was founded in 1208 -^SSTTsaf^agsl and was famous for the study of

The University of Paris was founded in 1213 andthe canon and the civil law.

had faculties of Theology, Law, Medicine and Philosophy. Many other universities

were founded later and had faculties of law. In all of these the legal aspect

of commercial transactions was studied. And it must be remembered that these

societies of scholars had existed many years before they formally took shape

as universities.

Following on that,it is interesting to note that in 1494 (439 years

ago) the Franciscan monk, Pacciolo, an important mathematician teaching at the

University of Perugia, published a work, his "Surama", which dealt with algebra

The accounting section was entitled "De Qomputis et Scripturis"and accountancy.

His services were highly valued, because we learn that in less than a year he

asked for an increase in his salary and it was g wanted - the official records 

giving as the reason, "because he has already taught two months and has shown 

"himself to be a man of highest learning, and because it appears that he 

"manifestly can not live on such a meagre stipend", 

he was promoted and got another increase of salary, 

universities, Naples, Pisa, Florence, Milan and Bologna, 

great friend of Leonardo de Vinci, who hastened to buy a copy of his "Summa" 

as soon as it came off the press.

In less than 6 months

He was promoted to other

At Milan he was a

Finally, he ended his career with very
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* vgreat honor, Pope Leo X appointing him in 1514 as professor of Mathematics 
A

in the Sapienza at Rome, a high position in the "University of the highest 

standing in all Christendom".
So far as we know, he was the first person to reason out and set

forth the Double-Entry system for the Accounting of commercial transactions.
"De Computis et Scripturis" hasAnd so well did he do his work, that his

dominated the literature of Accounting, and been its chief guide in funda
mental principles ever since! but not until 1902 do we find the_ univ|rsit^'

of Birmingham in England appointing a Profess^of Accounting^ to be followed 

by the Universities of London sms? Edinburgh and Glasgow.
__________ When-we~q<>nsTder' our'almost cojjjplete dependence on~C3mmerc

Industry and how one of the chief functions of universities is to study tiie 

needp/ûnd aspirations of the peoples around them, is it not remarkable to think 
that not until the last generation-did we have any great development in the 

study of Commerce at Universities. In this connection it is interesting to

TSSÛ----7

?

remember that natural science as we understand it today was not taken jup by
tthe universities until many years after it had been studied outside.

In Britain, the first university to grant a degree in Commerce,
Following it came theB.Com. or M.Com., was that of Birmingham in 1902.

universities of London, „dinburgh, Dublin, Belfast, Liverpool and Manchester.

In the United States a large number of Universities now have faculties or

(Of course I am not referring to the technical businessschools of commerce.

coll ege$.

In Canada, the way was led by Sir Lomer Gouin, by whose efforts,
when he was Premier of the Province of Quebec, the School of Higher Commercial

It is that school, which, under theStudies was created in Montreal in 1907.
auspices of the University of Montreal, is so efficiently presided. Over by I

Dean Laureys.
McGill University was inaugurated in 1911.The School of Commerceycf 

It granted its first diploma in 1912, and its first degree in 1921. At McGill
A<*V Director of the School since 1916, Professor R.--*Sugars, himself an 

a classical scholar, and an authority on the Spanish
we have as

/I
actuary, an accountant,

language!, and literature.
It may be interesting to you to know how we, at McGill University,

We bear in mind thattry to give students a special preparation for Commerce.
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gga university is not a place where men are simply given appropriate doses

of knowledge; but is a place where men are taught to study, to search out,

and to think, and to have confidence in their own judgment, so that they can

act for themselves, or ip. harmony with others, - always having that respect

Accordingly, wefor the thoughts of others which comes to the true student.

aim that students may obtain knowledge of basic value in commerce, and, at the

same time, we aim to train them to think broadly, deeply and justly, and folso

In our courses in Mathematics, Accounting and Law 

we endeavour not only to increase the students knowledge, but to develop

them as oÿ»a<u^aadw-eûca«*^*èiiè9ei?e7---aB&.men who can reason carefully and logically,

to be men of culture.

men who, with well-balanced minds, can weigh issues against each other, and

In our courses in Economics they studymen who are just in their decisions.

the broad foundations of Commerce and of our social structure, and especially

the problems of these subjects which belong specially to Canada, the British

In our English courses we endeavour that they 

shall become men who can express themselves in good clear English; and who will

Commonwealth and North America.

The man.who loves bookslove our splendid English literature for its own sake, 

and is well read will always be broad and cultured and have a means of enjoyment

■

)

Languages also, French and Spanish, especiallyin life not possessed by others.

French, are of great advantage to the man in commerce; but, also, their cultural 

advantages are great, because each language opens up the avenues of another 

literature and the way to understand the mindsand customs of another group of

We also make it possible for students to obtain a working knowledge 

of such important branches of science as chemistry, physics, and biology, so

that they may be able to discuss them intelligentlyi

These are the main studies for the Commerce degree at present, 
have other optional subjects such as marine insurance, psychology, history and 

Latin, but these are in a subsidiary capacity.

Please do not think that we consider the above the ideal or periect

peoples.

We

A11 that we claim for it is that it is the best course which we can

I gave you the main details of it, so that

course.

plan with the means at our disposal, 

you can have some idea as to what is covered in a University Commerce course,

The School of Higher Commercial Studies at our great 

French speaking University of Montreal has an equally fine course.

I am sure that I can speak for our co-workers at the University °f 
Montreal, and for my colleagues of the McGill School of Commerce, when I say

as to what it stand for.
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* that we are doing our best to prepare men for the problems of Commerce.

We do not say that we can turn out successful business-men, but we do

say that we do our utmost to turn out men who come ready prepared to under

stand the problems of commerce, and who will deal with them from a broad

standpoint and with a far-seeing eye. We try to turn out men who will

"play the game" in Commerce, as they would "play the game" in their college

sports.

May I conclude gentlemen, by quoting from a speech made by our

Principal, General Sir Arthur Currie, last April. When speaking about the

condition of affairs two or three generations ago, he said, "The science of 

V communication was in its infancy. The relation of science to industry and

life was almost unknown, or at any rate played only a small part in human 
'' existence. Each community had its own school and college or university, and 
' the influence of its educational institutions seldom travelled very far 

' beyond its own frontiers.

''a sufficient number of school teachers, clergymen, physicians and lawyers to
The college was for the most part content to train

'vmeet the demands of its own community. Today the whole scene is changed.

Out problems today are not community problems, but world problems - principally
Vworld economic problems - and I may also add, problems of the most perplexing
v\
and dangerous kind.

s'How, then, can the universities of the world possibly hold aloof 
''and refuse to play their part in the solution of these problems?

challenge to the universities at the present time is, it seems to me, so 
1 obvious and so clear that we cannot afford for a single moment to ignore it.

This

//
X:
;/



COMMERCE SCHOOL 
HAS PLACE WITHIN 
UNIVERSITY’S FOLD

P. Day, Dr. Villard, Prof. H. Taw 
D. R. Patton, lecturer of the Schl 
of Commerce, McGill.

Dr. Sherwood Fox Showsi 
Business Has Now Reached 

High Plane I

REPLIES TO CRITICISMS

Law and Medicine Patently] 
Vocational Departments, 
Says President of Univer
sity of Western Ontario

Should a school of commerce be 
Included within the precincts and 
faculties of an university?

This question has been the sub
ject of no little controversy in ed
ucational circles of the continent. 
An important contribution ,o the 
problem was advanced by Dr. W. 
Sherwood Fox,
University of Western Ontario, last 
night when he addressed a dinner of 
the School of Commerce of McGill 
University, which was held in the 
Queen’s Hotel.

Dr. Fox’s answer was an empha
tic affirmative. The president of 
the University of Western Ontario 
believed law and medicine quite s 
vocational as commerce and show
ed how commerce, with the expan
sion of industry, had been raised 
to an international status; ' re
quired great intellectual qualifica
tions and elevated the business ad
ministrator to a position of high 
social importance.

"Business ’’ he quoted, “fails lit
tle short of being as broad, as in
clusive as life itself, in its mo
tives, aspirations and social obli
gations.”

Dr. Fox, who is president of the 
Canadian Universities Conference, 
quoted many educational authorities, 
He outlined the changing trend of 
the world since mediaeval times 
when many universities were con
stituted; stressed the value of uni
versity influence upon a school of 
commerce, but warned commercial 
graduates that they must start, like 
all others in business, at the bot
tom with humility and the will to 
work.

He said in part: “Of all the de
partments of education none has 
been more vigorously criticized than 
the department often designated bv 
the name of Commerce and Finance. 
To such a degree has it become a 
football kicked back and forth be
tween opposing sides that' one be
gins to wonder whether those who 
kick it are more interested in the 
game of kicking than they are in 
the thing they kick.

“The most severe censure of 
schools of commerce are that they' 
are trade schools and that, as such, 
they do not belong properly within 
a university. For trade say ‘voca- , 
tional’ or ‘occupational’ and you do j 

a
the light of tins ineamns 1 wish to! 
ask two questions : Upon what au
thority would occupational schools!

universities ? I 
Since when have universities ceased 
to be occupational?”

Here Dr. Fox proceeded to deal 
with a book written by Dr. Simon 
Flexner, of the Rockefeller Insti
tute, which insisted upon a certain 
university ideal and cabled for the I 
closest scrutiny of the claims of a I 
department or school to admission I 
within the gates of an university. I

RELIC OF MEDIAEVALISM.

president of the

be excluded from

“Dr. Flexner takes it for granted," 
went on Dr. Fox, “that law and 
medicine, for instance—patently 
vocational departments—are natur
al parts of the university. But upon 
what grounds would he lower the 
bars for these departments and 
raise them against others. Surely 
dignity is not an argument in the 
case. And as for the length of time 
they have been associated with 
universities this has little force for 
it is only the old appeal to numbers 
and bigness in another form.

“Why cannot other professional 
schools, if worthy, derive a similar 

associationinspiration from 
with the liberal arts and ^hereby 
experience a like development .’ 
Even since the beginning of formal 
education its materiàls and methods 
have been drawn from, and modi
fied by, the conditions of contem
porary society. The relatively' sim
ple phase of university studies that ] 
we call ‘liberal’ got its traditional j 
form from a relatively simple and j 
primitive society. It is a relic of an 

when manufacturing and trade 
almost wholly domestic and 

local and, ordinarily, called for no j 
outstanding qualities of mind and 
training.”

The bread and butter phase, said 
Dr. Fox, was a difficult problem in 
commercial courses. Many students I 
expected too much from a com- I 
mercial course; regarded it as a I 
royal speedway into business and I 
had sad heartbreaks when crisp I 
diplomas did not automatically gain 
them executive positions. Educat
ors also claimed too much for the 
commerce course and business men 
sometimes insisted that business 
couldn’t be taught in schools but, 
though
undoubtedly' needed, 
not business, as well as medicine 
and law, be taught?

an

era
were

rfractical experience was 
why should

FORMS HAPPY MINGLING.
A school of commerce must pre

pare not only for business, but also 
for the broader life and give a diet 
of balanced 
outside one’s vocation.

Dr. Fox concluded his address 
with the sentence: “I believe that, 
if business and the universities of 
Canada can continue to develop the 
type of co-operation that they have 
enjoyed- for the last decade, busi
ness courses wil’ be steadily im
proved and the university will be 
able to send out graduates posses
sing in even greater degree a hap 
py mingling of genuine culture and 
a practical training for business.”

j. G. Fulcher, student of the 
School of Commerce, presided in the 
absence through illness of Lee Hol
lingsworth, president of the stu
dents’ society. The speaker of the 
evening was introduced by Lieut.- 
Col. Wilfrid Bovey', of McGill, and 
thanked by Prof. R. M. Sugars, 
head of the McGill School of Com
merce, who qllled himself with Dr. 
Fox in his opinion of the role and 
status of £ school of commerce. 
Toasts to tiie University of McGill 
and to the School of Commerce 
were proposed by Gibson Craig and 
Stuart Ebbttt.

At the head table, in addition to 
those already named, were Prof. Ira 
Mack'ay. dean of the faculty of arts: 
Lieut.-Col. R, R. Thompson, Dr. J.

variety of activities

uN
-t
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er since I ca,ie to McGill University I 

have had t* listen to assertions to the effect 

t at there is really no place in the University 

j or a School oj. -omerce, and while convinced of 

the falsity of these assertions I always found it 

very hard to answer thorn in any convincin'

It was impossible to reach a common basis of dis-

way.

cuss ion, or to approach the subject adequately in 

the course of any ordinary conversation. The only

arguments that I volunteered were that business

subjects of various kinds could be treated in 

way that was worthy of the University and that in 

any case the principle of business instruction in 

Uie university was already admitted, when Economies 

was placed as a subject on the curriculum of the 

Faculty of Arts.

a

The assertions alluded to took more or less 

the following fortt:-

’’All business activity springe from the 

desire for grain, 

is therefore

Your economists teach this. There

no science of business, 

could be best carried out in

All your work

a technical school,
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which would prepare men to be more active and
more efficient in competition". As it seemed to 
me inadvisable to let these assertions go on in

definitely without a reply, I seized the opportunity 

some five years ago when I was asked to write an 

article for the McGill Annual to show on philosoph
ical and rational grounds how commerce and industry 

as the greatest of our modern institutions, had 

necessarily to be represented in the University.

I was able to point out, and I think satis
factorily, that the modern University was the 

representative of the whole of society from the 
point of view of reason or understanding , and that 
it has evolved naturally, signifying the necessity 

and even the mysterious secret determination of

fâmi

®.i
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modern society to live and be ruled by the intellect, 

thuo marking ofi our civilization from all previous 

civilizations.

üeason, I argued, doss not view society 
spliu up into a number of parts, or as a mechanical 

conglomeration of individuals.

one and indivisible, the whole being represented

as

It looks upon society
as

-

.V
.V
:
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, in each one of its parts and individuals, and

each part being inseparable from the whole.

Religious, scientific, artistic, or commercial

institutions are not, therefore, to be considered

as separate parts or fractions of society, but as

indispensable components in a perfect organism,

so that each institution is society itself viewed

in regard to that institution, and each institution

has a vital connection with, and interest in every

other institution.

In practice our institutions are at strife

with one another and within themselves, because,

owing to the imperfections of man’s nature and to

his lack of discernment, each institution strays

away from its proper functions and encroaching 

upon those of other institutions tends to be a

Reason is required to assign tolaw unto itself.

each its proper limits and to guide each along an 

ideal path, so that each may be thus a light and

help to every other, and that all together may

beget in society that peace and harmony which is

Only thea necessaiy condition of all progress.
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University, which represents all institutions

from the side of reason, can perfora this task

aright. It is in the University, therefore, that

Commerce and the minor institutions that go to

make up commerce seek for guidance in those social

and economic conflicts that threaten to rend

society asunder.

To have established in this way the philo

sophical right of Commerce to adequate representation

in the University really wins the whole of the battle

for us. Afterwards one is in a position to deal

confidently with such assertions as those I have

quoted. I have elsewhere answered them after the

following fashion:-

I have pointed out that the profit-making

motive is no more essential to business than to the

practice of medicine and law, and that the University

does not sponsor it further than to the extent

latent in the expression, "the labourer is worthy

I have further pointed out thatof his hire’1.

the modem business man must develop powers of

initiative and adaptability to enable him to deal
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with the difficult problems that modern business 

presents, and that these qualities can only be 

fostered by the broad cultural training given at 

the University; that in a technical institution 

the approach to each problem is narrow and specific, 

dictated by some immediate practical end and . 

demanding read-made methods and solutions; that 

the student loses himself in these methods, so that 

in time a truly scientific and detached mode of 

approach becomes for him an impossibility; that 

only in the University is such an approach attainable.

But there are other opponents of our Schools 

who have been voicing their opinions through the 

medium of journals and reviews and at luncheons and 

banquets yixeee. where business men assemble, 

opponents are very dangerous because they are

These

supposed to speak with authority on account of the

One and all of them followpositions they occupy, 

the lead given by Flexner in his fierce attack on

the Harvard School of Business Administration and

brand all courses that have any relation to business

as "ad hoc" i.e., as courses that have incourses,
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view some unworthy ii mediate object. Yet while

voicing their opinions authoritatively they confess

that they have not really studied the conditions and 1facts which they criticize. These conditions and m
mfacts do not happen to conform with their conception 

of "idea"of a University, and that Is enough for them. 

Starting thus with preconceived notions which they 

are not prepared to change, imagining that the

*

modern University could possibly become an academy 

or Lyceum, it is not to be expected that they should 

grasp the meaning of the university as a great social 

institution or take account of the profound evolution 

through which it has passed.
5
m

This is borne out by the 
definition of the University expressed by one of their 

sumher, and conforming, no doubt, to the conception 

enter ained by all, as "a place in which choice 

spirits may house together and ecronune together".

This definition is interesting.

this respect that it indicates what might be sailed 

"a closed corporation in learning", 

direct antithesis of our conception of the University.

It is modern in

It is the

It would let institutions take care of themselves.

'
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It cherishes the impossible aim of establishing

a real centre of learning and culture in the

midst of an ignorant and barbfci’ous proletariat,

forgetful that such a proletariat must inevitably

arise and destroy all institutions because of the

abuses that their abandonment should have fostered.

On the other hand, by a wide system of education

spreading; to all classes of society, and completed

by such Schools as ours we could prevent such

abuses, which, in truth, can spring up only where

profound i noranee concerning our institutions,

particularly our business institutions prevails.
critics

But these pernxææ make s much more dangerous

attack on our Schools by their insidious use of

expressions such as "The University is a place where

one should learn how to live, not how to earn a 

livelihood", or, "In the University one should learn 

how to make a proper use of leisure", 

usin':; these expressions in connection with Schools 

of Commerce they purposely try to evoke in the minds 

of the ill-informed a painful sensation of a noble 

institution overrun by a tribe of young barbarians

And while
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Mven over entirely to the pursuit of Mammon, and

on the other hand, of scholars, authors and budding

poets whose musings are disturbed and outraged by 

the presence of sleek well-groomed worldlings 
(young Babbits" they call them) on the track of 

’-30,000 jobs.

We would recall here what we have said at

the beginning that the University trains her graduates

in Commerce, just as she does those in the other

professional schools, not to earn money but to

carry out in the worthiest way possible the function

of the great institutions which she represents, 

to perform, in other words, great public services 

that involve the welfare, the happiness, and the 

very existence of society.

And if she permits them to earn money and 

even desires them to earn money, it is because she 

knows, to use another phrase as old as Quintilian, 

that man must have the wherewithal to satisfy his

hunger, before he begins to philosophize, and 

because she would not stultify her teaching by

She knows that allstarving the professions.

knowledge has some kind of action as its goal, that
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science and art, theory and practice, are
S'

inseparable.
And, further, we would remind these gentle- 

that it is through the professi ons that the 

training, culture and ideals represented by the 

University, and which it is the principal function 

of the University to propagate, are extended in the

men

Hencebest of ways into all classes of society.

it is that I have called our graduates not

’’young Babbitts", - a term whose significance upon 

closer examination seems to dwindle into nothing, — 

but the ambassadors of the University in the world 

Hence it is also that I have drawnof affairs.
attention to the importance of our relations with 

your Society of Chartered Accountants. Alluding 

to these relations I have said elsewhere 'We Jjave 

acquired a means of educating according to the needs 

of the time the very men who by the importance ol 

the functions which they discharge are able to 

exercise a deciding influence in the business 
community. "
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But talking about money and about salaries 
there is one precedent that our critics have 
forgotten, which is the more strange since it 

comes from Ilato and would appl. directly to those 
professors among us who think that the mantle of 

Ils ,o or Aristotle has fsikan descended

I
3iMl,S
$upon them.

This preeedent consists in the regulation 

for the philosophers by Plato in his 

that they should nob accept gold

laid down
ideal Republic -

or payment of any 
kind, because as he said, the world would

recognize the gold in their characters 
bring them all that they needed.

and would

■Vf
m1

mm

I



To conclude this part of my argument I

should say that the two things '’learning to

live" and "earning a livelihood" must be brought

in practice more closely together. We must learn

to live while earning a livelihood; and wc can do

so by humanizing all our institutions and making the

daily task of everyone connected with them a source

of inspiration and happiness.

With regard to the quotation about the

"use of leisure", what our critics would imply is

that we and we alone are so absorbed in worldly

affairs, that we abandon entirely the things of the 

This implication is, of course, utterlyspirit,

unjustifiable. In our schools of Commerce we

emphasize the study of languages and literature

Ce dont go throughand science for all students.

the farce of pretending to make poets and philos

ophers or scientific specialists out of e. bast 

number of average students, whose destiny it is to 

find their way ultimately into the great institution 

that absorbs 90% of the energy of the race - into

11
w
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We prepare them for what every partcommerce.*

of their training should prepare them - to enter

the world and face the experience which is to

All education is a preparationmake or mar them.

for this, rhe phrase, however, applied generally,

has some meaning which we shall now examine.

Philosophers have been giving it to the world,

since the beginning of things. Juvehal puts it in

the celebrated words, "Propter vitam perdere causas

vivendi'*. ’’For the sake of life to sacrifice all

that makes life worth living". Horace likewise in

two or three of hie odes and in some of his epistles

urges it against some of his ambitious friends and

fellow-authors, and Wordsworth refines and alembicates

it in that beautiful sonnet of his, beginning,

"The world is too much with us; late and soon

getting and spending we lay waste our powers..

These writers all refer to the fatal effect of allow

ourselves to be subdued and dorainated by the world,

of allowing the world to benumb our faculties. They

dont mean that we should separate ourselves from the 

only element in which we can grow and develop, the 

element created by ourselves and forming a part
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the world of experience.* of in, -
There is, however, one aspect of .leisure, 

which is of supreme importance, and of which we 

:uust take cognizance in order that its presence

the whole atter under discussion..ay not obscure 
r-hig is the need that each man feels of time that

I do not refer tocall absolutely his own.he can
time in which hemay play golf, or bridge, or devote 

of the forms of amusement orhimself to any 

dissipation that have 

I mean true leisure, or 

with himself, and 

experience through 

which he has 
his spirit, leisure that 

experiences and to win

been invented to kill time, 

opportunity to get alone 

allow the inner meaning of all the 

which he is passing and through

passed to impress itself gradually on

will help him to master his

at last that serene outlook 

when we say of anyone, 
into possession of his own soul . 

that Horace commends so
and writers after him. 

commend and desire as ardently

on life which we express

that "he has entered

This is the leisure

beautifully, and many poets

This leisure we also

as our would-be critics.
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■But there is another critic of our schools 

that coses occasionally to ruffle 

This is the rclf-jade
our equanimity.

an 10 expresses extra a w-tir-rj
conbe.pt for University train ag and generally for

S3

culture of any kind. His desire for wealth and 
advancement, his tenacity of urpose, his ccrabative- 

ness ‘eve developed in him an individualistic 

Svtltude which is instructive here because it

A
i
t

accentuates by -ontreat t-e ni tit.,de of the University | 

towards business. This man is only concerned with 

■ >3 immediate as-acts of business, aspects that he 

can ake subservient to his individualistic aims, 

w ureas the University is primarily concerned with 

business in its universel

■s’/.Ç

1

aspects, looks upon the 
7i] ole of soclety ftH her ephe-e of operations, vnd 

s Lorninm the selfish ambitions of the individual 

her ires to brin/p about on ideal evolution of business

in the manner that we hove been intimating.

To alleviate the distress that is pressing 

hr ra3*y on the to-day we hear it maintained in

the iulplt and elsewhere that wliat the world 

a oral revolution.

so

needs is

If this means the change that



*

16
il will corae over the hearts of en, when by an 

adequate system of education and by she effect of
111

.ritual rood example they are brought to take an 

unselfish outlook on life and its 

readily agree.

problems, we would
'

nature of a Millenium. fan requires an environ, oat, 

an experience, in which by struggling and putting 

iOrth She best that is in him he ray develop hie 

personality in the truest sense possible.

wr-.ich would be the case if the environment should 

become unnatural and inhuman, - this environment must 

be changed. And here it is that the University 

exercise her supreme function as the guide and 

hen-ionizer of human institutions, , iviu£ to xkaa men 

such a fresh and inspirin, outlook upon the world

If, h wever,

can

aru< u,,or» c.f fairs that any desired change will come 

naturally and our civilization be prevented from

going the way of 
past (-hat perished 

to take just such a chan e.

so many greet civilizations of the

Uü<- all through sheer inabilityone

1
'
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I should like to end up with some words

B of G Spanish journalist and University professor, 

sho is much talked atout both sides of theK1
1 refer to Ortega y Onssett,Atlantic to-day. 

who, contrasting the spiritual influence of the 

University end the Pee* as tv- vr

her true position gs the spiritual guide of modernI

■
society.

,

:e has just seen sayi n tlrnt first the Churchy
F: anti then the University have abandoned this position

"It is

m

He goes on to say:usurped by the Press, 

then e eiatter of life end death for Europe to

For thet purposerectify this ridiculous situation, 

the University must intervene In current events as 

a University, dealin sith the set Important 

questions of the day, from her roper oint of

view - cultural, professional and scientific. In 

this way she will become not a mere institut ion

where students are treated on the sheltered system.

but one that immersed in the midst of life with its

te ■"
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conflicts and pesaione will assert itself as

a superior power of the spirit in opposition

to the press, representing serene wisdom as

opposed to wild ren- y, serious hunour as opposed

to frivolity and frank stupidity. Bien at last
the University will «pain become what it was in

its noblest days, a principle of progress in the

history of Europe.
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COST AND MANAGEMENT

University Education for Commerce
By PROF. R. R. THOMPSON, M.C., V.D., A.C.A. (Eng.) 

C.A. (Canada),*
Professor of Accountancy, School of Commerce, McGill 

University; President, The Canadian Society of 
Cost Accountants.

(Before Winnipeg Chapter August 9, 1929.)

nPHIS is the first time that a president of the Canadian Society of
Cost Accountants has had the pleasure of meeting the Winnipeg 

Chapter and I believe the first time that any member of another 
chapter has spoken to that of Winnipeg. On behalf of the remainder 
of the society, may I congratulate you on the formation of this chap
ter, which will be a forum in Winnipeg where cost accountants, factory 
managers, general accountants, and others can discuss the costing 
and other problems of Canadian industry. Your programmes show 
what excellent work you are doing.

Your secretary asked me to speak about “University Education 
for Commerce.” As a preliminary may I suggest that you follow a 
certain line of thought, which I shall present to you in the form of 
couple of problems.

Problem No. 1
Canada’s great need is population to produce wealth, to provide a 

home-market, and to pay taxes.
To solve this we must provide employment which will keep at 

home native-born Canadians and which will be of such a nature that 
the British stock we wish to draw in will come ready-trained for it.
,, M*y I emphasize here that there is no steadier or better citizen 
than the British working man—none more loyal, nor more 
tive m the best sense of the term. conserva-

How is this employment to be provided ?
Only a fraction of the children of the farms want to stay on 

them; only a fraction of the people of the British Isles and of 
Europe are suited for a farming life.

The Provision of This Employment is Problem No. 2 
. , Th° solution lies, in thejevslopment of the manufacturing indus- 
tries and of the overseas commerce of Canada, so that r.anada may 
Keep and absorb people suited for aTTwalEs of life WÀ mnd +n" 
tnis Dy every means m our power: We musF have the greatest 
efficiency possible in all branches of Canadian industry, and we must 
search out fresh foreign markets for the export of Canadian manu
factured goods.

There is great specialization in modern 
train men for We must

t--- , _ that they enter it_ with the necessary
basic knowledge and souncT methods of thought—particularly

commerce.
commerce so

l
—*

Wit

to Professor Thompson not being able to move from his car because of an 
Ma n̂„a.dhCon4teQueWb“.read * ^ Sinclah' LaM o£ the Sch°°‘ £°r Teachers.
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regard to finance. The old slipshod methods will no longer do. 
£oung^ men must go jnto_commeree reaciy-preparod. aiid not have to 
learn by their own losses and the losses they bring on others. TVn~~ 
ence is a good teacher—put it is olten a verFcostlv one—nnl^f 
can learn from the past experience of others. And that Is wK»> 1« 
gathered in a university tor the benefit ofthe student—thë Tr'uit" ôf 
the past experiences of others. — --------—■

we

This country, with its raw materials, its water-power and its 
ports on two oceans, is destined to become one of the great manufac
turing countries of the world. Its two great areas will be the basin 
of the St. Lawrence and the Great Lakes and Southern British Colum
bia. How can we help forward our destiny ?
,, * suggest to you that one way is by training our young men so
that not on y are they men of broad vision~âîîïï~cïïTtürê but that thEV 
enfer Canadian commercé with the necessary fondamental 
ior res pest development and with sound methods of thought—nn?. 
ticularly with regard to finance, that most diffirarFLïïrïïïïïtt vital of 

, subJects- We must tram them up as clear, exact thinkers—men 
who can recognize facts and reason elearlfl^Tthi^T^Tthn can 
digcoverthe solutions of Canadian industrial and commercial problems 
and men who can put those solutions into effect.

own
respect for the thoughts of otners whicn eomësTô the true^ffiÆür^

K,brr=hd„7‘? 'mSæs* on the “rricu-

English.—Not what some call “Business 
literature. If_ a man 
and concise *m 
finest liter atur

English” but English 
can write good, clear English he will be clear 

gjlX_wmtten_stateniem-hy may make. Some ot ohr
'-^okTonS^1116^,andumosi diî-ect language, 

oks and is well read will always be broad and
means of enjoyment in life not possessed by

The man who 
cultured and have 
others.

Mathematics.—Not only is a good knowledge of mathematics

lf ,,0t rfclpTes of^ound finance; and that he should be 
r 1 understand the meanings of financial statements n,yi hew the 
j£££esjfTa concern, measured by the one common 

eact on each otner and on the concern as a whole.' In the School of 
Cummerce oi Mctiilil University we think that a student must know 
thoroughly the machinery of double-entry bookkeeping before he can 
be taught accounting and the reason for and application of legal 
principles in terms of finance. We must be sure that he has the 
^.udatwns before we_build the superstructure. We lî^Tfhmk that a 
man should understand the principles of cost accounting, and we 
have a special course on business organization and factory manage-

3
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COST AND MANAGEMENT

I ment. A proper study of accounting teaches men to reason and tq 
; apply their reasoning and knowledge. No one can become an efficient 

accountant' without having good powers of reasoning and ajvelL. 
balanced mind. A retentive memory is also necessary, but it is only 
a fraction of"what is required. Like every other form of study, 
accounting gives its own rewards ) it teaches its students to thinj^ 

’ll.,wUSiiiUa-lrallv- to weigh issues against each other, and to be_ 
•J55E—Incidentally, it also teaehisTtbat à great deal of genius lies in 
*ah infinite capacity to take pains.

jEconomics.—Men should have a good grounding in economics, end 
the following are’ some of the branches of that wide subject dealt 
with in different courses at McGill :

Economic Theory of Exchange : Money, banking and so on. 
Canada—Progress and Present Position of Economic Develop

ment.
International Trade and Trade Policy.
Economic Geography of the Pacific.

I would like to see other courses put on dealing with the economic 
geography of the whole world, so that "some of our young men may be 

mental attitude wriîch will cause them to study foreigngiven a. ____________________________________________________
markets with a view to our selling our industrial and farming pror 

" ducts'ln every market of note in ffiTworld. We need to study the 
)"terrain,"climate, conditions, products, needs", trade-routes,"Tinancml 

systems, and so~ on. of every country with which Canada can do busi- 
Ciïïâdà'has an excellent good-will wherever the British tiaf 

Tfies: Let us take advantage of it; it is our own peculiar property. 
But she also has the good-will of most of the countries of Europe, 
besides those of other parts fo the world ; let us take advantage of 
that also. We have this good-will because we were loyal to the tradi
tions of freedom of the British Commonwealth during the Great War. 
It is ours; let us make full use of it.

Law.—Ignorance of the law excuses __
should understand the main principles of the law which is going to 
rùïêT%îS"Tnïe7~There"cân“BëTio pretence in a commerciaTcofirse such 
asTlmtline-of making a man into a lawyer, but he should know 
enough of the law to realize when he is on dangerous ground and 
ought to take legal advice. A study of the law has great possibilities 
in mental development. To understand something of the law a man 
must be able to reason logically and he must be just.

May I add that a study of the law invariably increases a man’s 
respect for it; he realizes how through it all runs a great striving to 
be just and equitable to all.

Languages.—Particularly French and Spanish. It is often an 
immense advantage to a man in commerce to understand one or more^ 
languages besides his own. Besides this, the cultural values are greats 
because eacRTahguage opens up the avenues of another literature and 
the way into the minds of another group of peoples.

In addition, as the students Und their advisers see it desirable, it 
‘ should be possible for them to obtain a working knowledge of scien

tific subjects, such as chemistry, physics and biology, so that they may 
be able to discuss them intelligently.

Subjects such as marine insurance, psychology, history and Latin, 
which are also included in the McGill curriculum, could be taken as 
the student thinks fit, but in a subsidiary capacity.

A business manno one.

4



University education for commerce

I suggest to you, gentlemen, that such a course would have not 
only a great cultural value but would equip a man with fundamental 
knowledge and sound methods of thought for a commercial career.

May I point out that last year, for the first time, the dollar value 
of the manufacturing production of Manitoba exceeded that of the 
farming? This year the same result is expected but with a greater 
difference. In other words, Manitoba is becoming industrialized. The 
provincial government expends a large sum annually on an agricul
tural college ; surely, with the manufacturing production exceeding 
that of agriculture, commercial men are entitled to ask that the 
government should spend an equal sum on a school or faculty of 
commerce for its university.

We know that there is a great future for Canada. We have only \ 
to hold what we have and in two generations, by weight of population 
and wealth, Canada will be the dominant partner of the British 
Commonwealth. A hard climate means a strong national character, 
with good foresight, and it is character that counts. Canada looks 
out over two oceans—the Atlantic and the Pacific. Because of her 
layout she is forced to look east and west and north, and is prevented 
from being self-contained and selfish. We cannot have a narrow out
look; we must be broad. All of this is preparing Canada for her 
great future.

We should do all in our power to fit our young men so that_____ __________________ _________________ they I
can build up the commerce and industry of Canada on a sound basis.. 
The day ~of the ~spiciaIîSI~~îs~IïèreT~and men ^nowadays need a special1 
course of training for commerce ^ust as they do for law or medicine? 
We must make it possible tor young men to work in every direction 
to make Canada prosperous, so that she may live and grow and be 
strong and be capable of her great destiny, which is to lead the 
British Commonwealth, and that means leading the world.

MONTREAL COURSE ATTRACTS LARGE NUMBERS

r | 'HE number of enrolments in the course arranged in Montreal
through the co-operation of the Canadian Society of Cost Ac

countants, Chartered Institute of Secretaries, McGill University and 
the Montreal Board of Trade, has exceeded expectations, according to 
J. Stanley Cook, secretary of the Board of Trade. Originally, he 
explained, they only arranged to take 100 students for the first 
but the number has swelled to nearly 200 while the admission of 35 
has had to be regretfully declined on the score that the lectures having 
begun they would be unable to keep pace with the classes. Those 
who have enrolled are making 100 per cent, attendances and a feature 
of the courses which are conducted entirely in English, is that 
40 French Canadians have joined.

Already, Mr. Cook said, so successful have been the classes, that 
the committee is considering the addition of several courses next 
season. At the present time, cost accounting and factory organization, 
and commercial law and commercial arithmetic, is taught in the 
Mechanics Institute and commercial correspondence will be introduced 
in January. Bookkeeping and partnership and manufacturing ac
counting, are the titles of the lectures in the Arts Building of McGill.

season

some
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Industrial Accounting from a Practical 
Standpoint

By S. E. LE BROCQ,
Vice-President of The Canadian Society of Cost Account

ants; Comptroller, The Steel Company of Canada, 
Limited, Hamilton.

(Before Central Ontario Chapter, Kitchener, October 10, 1929.)

THIRST of all I wish to congratulate you on the inauguration of the 
-F Central Ontario Chapter of the Canadian Society of Cost Account
ants. It is another evidence of the trend of modern thought arising 
from the realization that to be successful we have to consult with 
another.

one

By this time no doubt you have made yourselves fully conversant 
with the aims and objects of our society. The practical function of 
the organization is that it provides an open forum for the exchange 
of ideas and the solution of one another's problems. The time has 
long gone by when any one business of any size can be run on the , 
basis of one man’s brains. True, there must be a leader, and he must 
be a man of high caliber, capable of good, sound leadership ; but the 
conclusions arrived at by that leader, to be of real value, must be 
based on the findings of his technical men whose business it is to 
specialize in the various branches of the industry. It is only by the 

• co-ordination of brain power that best results can be obtained.
When Mr. McKague asked me to prepare an address for this 

meeting my principal problem was to find a suitable subject in order 
to make our discussion of practical value, without rehashing theoreti
cal viewpoints over and over again. I am going to take it for granted, 
therefore, that our respective accounting systems are based on sound 
fundamental principles and relate a few of my personal observations 
in the interpretation of accounting as generally applied.

Theory Versus Practice
Sir Robert Falconer, President of Toronto University, at one of 

our C. S. C. A. conventions in Toronto, emphasized the importance of 
university training. He pointed out the truth that the untrained man 
is liable to jump at conclusions—the result of certain conditions to him 
seems obvious. The university man will not take things for granted 
—he will do some research work in connection with the problem at 
issue, record his facts and marshal them in such form that they will 
show what practical results will be obtained. On another occasion the 
president of a large corporation impressed upon me the importance of 
theoretical knowledge in order to apply fundamental principles, but at 
the same time emphasized the necessity of being practical in the 
application of my theories.

6
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Cable Address : "VERA” 
Code A.B.C. (sth ED.)

PRESIDENT’S OFFICE

3>3

EDMONTON,

ALBERTA, CANADA
June 15th,1952.

Sir Arthur Currie, 
McGill University, 
Montreal, Que.

Dear Sir Arthur:

I wish to thank you for your kind wishes in connection
with he presidency of the Conference of Canadian Universities, 

felt that the Conference is performing and can in the future perform 

very great service for university education, 
of Schools of Commerce is threshed bare.

I have

I agree that the subject 

I am quite satisfied that 
they have an important function to perform'which some of‘our friends
in the purely liberal arts do not seem fully to appreciate, 

tnat we can well maintain the middle position between the British 

viewpoint and the American in this matter and that the position 

fits soundly into the tradition and into the present day demands of 

I think we may well let the matter rest as far as the 
Canadian Universities Conference is concerned.

I feel

Canada .

With kind regards,

Very truly yours,

/ CA - (r U) ~AJL
Robt.C. Wallace,

President.



The following letter, from the father of one of the 
English students who came to McGill this year, Is very Inter
esting at the present time and might be useful to read during 
the discussion on Commerce courses at the Universities Con
ference : -

saying that
his sponsors advise his changing over to the Arts course 
instead of the Commerce, and giving what appear to me rather 
more

"I have recently heard from T_

academical than practical reasons for the change, - such 
that the Commerce course contains a lot of unnecessary 

practical work and is too much in one track to fulfil the 
real object of a University course, which should be to 
broaden the student* s mind, to do which the student should 
be at liberty to choose his own courses, look round the 
faculties and pick and choose whatever he thought he should 
do best and like best, and so develop a well cultivated *pid

etc. (a lot more In a sLmilar strain),

as

fertile mind, etc. 
all of which, as I said appears to me very nice from an 
academical point of view but not so much use to a lad in
Tony* s position, who has to try and get himself ready 
to earn his own living immediately his course at the 
University is finished, and who may not even be able 
to take the fill courseto take the fill course, if the powers that be in this 
country continue to squeeze the taxpayer beyond his 
capability to endure the burden, which is obviously 
what they are doing at present.

"The very reason I put him in the Commerce 
course was because it appeared to be the one that would 
give a lad with e fair all round grounding and no par
ticular brilliance in any one d lrect ion, the best chance 
of a practical training that would fit him for future em
ployment, whereas the arguments axilla: 
sponsors appear to me more applicabl to a budding states
man or at any rate someone with an assured income, who has 
no need to worry about his immediate future.
0&XBXTX3rSKyXXSE*iaCXX*i:X*HX±HâxlteBXXiEKKXXaxpXEXXK6:X

advanced by his



March £7, 1931.

Honourable 3neaton hite, 
3460 Stanle Street, 
Montreal, P. „ •

Dear Senator,

I hare not forgotton ray promise to send 
you verbatim ooples of Professor Adams* lectures. They 
are being sent today.

I was much struck the other evening by 
your clear statement of the thought that many seem to 
have nowadays that the universities are attempting some
thing futile In giving Commerce courses. This seems to
be very generally recognised In the business world, and 
yet public expression of It is It Is very de- 

ngly stated, so far as American Universities are
rare.

vas

concerned, in a recent book by A. Flexner, "Universities, 
American, English and German", but so far as I know no 
Canadian newspa er has mentioned this book at all. 
was very refreshing, if I may say so, to hear you put 
the matter so clearly.

It

Tours very truly,

______

I
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SÜMMAHT OF Mï VIEWS WITH REGARD TO THE DEVELOPMENT

OF THE SCHOOL OF COMMERCE

The future development of the School of Commerce is evidently to

Bearing this in mind we havebe in the direction of graduate studies.

in our present statealready established the M.Com. degree, which, however 

of organization can only be given in Economics and Political Science, 

have been considering what other graduate studies might be added with advantage,

We

either as complete studies, or to be combined with some other studies, such as 

Dr. Leacock some time ago suggested Economics and French. I 

would add Economics and Spanish, and under exceptional circumstances (in the 

case of a brilliant student) a combination of Economics and two or more

Economics.

languages.

Business Administration, including certain aspects of accountancy, 

is one of the first subjects that calls for consideration.

Accounting and Auditing for the "Final" examination leading to the diploma 

of Licentiate in Accountancy in McGill University is a graduate course, 

a somewhat different treatment of Accountancy would be called for if this 

subject were to enter into a general course on Business Administration, as

We have been pondering how this might be made possible 

with the means at our disposal - without prejudice to the advisability of 

increasing such means for all studies when our finances so permit.

A little digression, to explain the policy which had 

at the outset in order to make our School of Commerce a success, is here

Our lectures in

but

indeed it must enter.

to guide us

necessary.

At the beginning, Accountancy had necessarily to be given great

Our instruction had to be practicalit had 

to be such as would be immediately useful to a student issuing from the School,

prominence in our curriculum.
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and had to help him if he should ever aspire to the diploma of C.A. This

necessity was emphasied when our three year course was formed, and when the

Quebec Legislature empowered the Universities to grant a diploma which was

the equivalent of the C.A. The necessity continued when our four year

course was formed, and it is only now when we have drawn closer our connections

with the Society of Chartered Accountants that we find ourselves in a position 

to relieve the School of Commerce of a certain portion of its burden in this 

In short, we now duplicate a considerable part of our Accountancy 

work in the lectures delivered in the evening to members of the three Accountancy 

Associations of the Province, and it is this development that would now make it 

possible for us to relieve our Commerce curriculum of some of its Accountancy

respect.

courses in order to put others in their place, both in Accountancy and other

subjects.

To put the matter in concrete fashion, we might now, with advantage, 

move our Accountancy work forward two years, beginning in the Third Year with 

a course that would cover all the programme laid down for the ’’Intermediate" 

examination of the Society of Chartered Accountants, and following in the 

Fourth Year with a full course in Business Organization and a full course in 

Accountancy, both treated, not from the point of view of the professional 

accountant and auditor, but from the point of view of the general business 

administrator and the economist. Further extension of this new phase in

accountancy would enter into a graduate course on Business Administration

and Finance.

The accountancy courses mentioned so far would be obligatory. A

second, optional course, might be added for students proceeding to the diploma

of C.A.

An alternative to this change in the Accountancy work would be to

begin it in the Second year, thus reverting to the plan followed under our
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We should bear in mind that the student willthree year curriculum.

always elect to take up the courses in Accountancy, not merely because he

considers Accountancy as a practical subject, leading to some definite goal,

but also because we have made the full complement of Accountancy courses the

Options, therefore, in Accountancypre-requisite for the C.A. diploma.

would be ineffective.

The relief thus given to the curriculum of the School of Commerce

We should no longer have to educatewould be felt in a variet;r of ways.

in Accountancy the considerable body of students that disappear from the

(If such students afterwards desire toUniversity in the earlier years.

study Accountancy, they have our evening classes open to them), 

give Professor Thompson time to develop the other important phases of

'We should

Accountancy mentioned, and we should have space in which to improve our

other courses, and to expand them.

It would strengthenThis suggested change has other bearings. 

our connection with the 1'aculty of Arts, and thereby strengthen both the 

School of Commerce and the Faculty of Arts, 

rendered closer still if Spanish were placed on the curriculum of the Faculty 

of Arts, and if all our ...athematical courses were open to students of the

Among the Mathematical courses, I have in view a complete

This connection would be

Faculty of Arts.

course in Statistics, which might, in consequence of the proposed change ,

take the place of our present half-course.

The change would further be in accord with the principle laid down

when the School was founded that the latter was to be considered as an

integral part of the Faculty of Arts, a principle which was emphasized in a

special way about the time that the degree of Bachelor of Commerce was first

instituted, when Principal Peterson brought down to Faculty a recommendation 

from Corporation and from the Govenors that the School of Commerce was hence
forth definitely to be considered as a branch of the Faculty of Arts. The

i
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question whether it should be called 

iacuity of Commerce does not affect 

maintaining intercourse between the 

oy laying down courses which both should take in 

i am of opinion that it 

Commerce to proceed to a degree in Arts, 

students afterwards become interested 

recognize for their 

note that Dean Lee, when he 

desirous of establishing reciprocal 

School.

the Department of Commerce 

this principle, which is upheld
or the

by
students of both Commerce and Arts, and

c ommon.

ought to be made easy for students in

particularly when so many of our 
in Law, and the Quebec Bar refuses to

purposes our Commerce degree. It may be interesting to 

was at the head of the Faculty of Law,

studies between that Faculty 

Lee had remained with us, 

effect to the great benefit

was very

and our
I have no doubt that if Dean 

would have been carried into
this measure

of our students as
far as Law studies were concerned.

Another development of 

direction of 'Technology, 

of the Science Faculties 

in this direction.

our post-graduate work might be in the 

Two or three years ago Dr. Eve and other members 

criticised our School because it had made no advance
I was in a position to point out that the 

of Commerce.
responsibility

did not lie with the School 

Technology should figure 

I suggested Dr. Johnson

It may now again be thought that 

among our graduate studies, and bearing this in mind, 

as one of the members of the committee you suggest, 

recall that the McGill School of Commerce hasIn conclusion, I would

met with great 

Canada, and for the 

dangerous to meddle with 

proceed with the utmost caution

success, that it has been imitated in other Universities in
simple reason that it is nearly always inadvisable 

something that has achieved
and

success, we should 

in adopting any changes that may be proposed.

I do not think it would be wise 

further changes time might call
to speculate now as to what still 

for in the development of the School.
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If I were asked why I considered Accountancy a fitting 

subject to appear on the curriculum of a University School, I

"for all the reasons that justify us in placing
-

should answer:
Economics on such curriculum, and for the further reason that the 

study of Accountancy leads to an important Profession, whose members 

exercise an enormous influence in the community o± business men, and 

it is one of our chief concerns to extend the influence of the 

University into all ranks and classes of Society.

We must be careful not to confound what we call Accountancy 
with the mechanical art of Book-keeping, or routine method of recording 

business transactions according to either of the well-known systems of 

keeping accounts (Single Entry and Double Entry), although, indeed, 

it is becoming rare these days to find a book-keeper who does not 

strive to so improve his knowledge that he may become worthy oi the

v -

title of accountant.
Perhaps it would be better to call our subject the Theory and 

Practice of Accounts, and define it in the following terms, "a study 
of scientific methods of organizing business concerns so that (a) in 

each case a business may be conducted in the most efficient way possible, 

and, (b) so that complete information on each and every aspect of it may 

be recorded in a system of accounts which may at any moment be condensed 

into useful and intelligent statements both financial and statistical."

And let not anyone object to the use of the word "practice" in 

It is a fundamental error committed by many would-be 

educationalists to assume that any study can be divorced from practice.

1
à
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Our studies in medicine and in law are linked up, respectively, 

with the practice of medicine and the practice of law, and our 

studies of philosophy, history and literature have also their

counterpart in practice, the practice of living aright, proving 

that, in strict truth, Science is inconceivable apart from Art.

To justify the statements just made it is only necessary, 

first, to enumerate seme of the subjects that the study of 

Accountancy directly involves, and next to indicate contacts that

Accountancy makes with other branhes of knowledge, or studies, 

occupying a place in our Universities.

be seen that the study of Accountancy makes use of the very 

experience that economists have used in order to arrive at their 

generalisations, or so-called economic laws.

now

In this enumeration it will

same

The system of accounts pertaining to any enterprise must 

represent all the activities of this enterprise, however it may be 
organised.

A study, therefore, of the various forms of organisation 
must enter into our subject. The commonest forms are Single 
Proprietorships, Partnerships, Joint Stock Companies, Limited 

Companies, Holding Companies and Combines, as well as the special 

forms of organisation required for railroads, banks, trust companies,

insurance companies, executorships, municipalities, etc. 

various forms present social, economic and legal aspects of great 

importance, which bring the student into immediate contact with the

These

related sciences, i.e., sociology, economics, law. One form of
organisation may be perfectly legal, and may lend to the production

of great wealth; yet its operation may entail social injustices of
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so distressing a kind that it should be either restrained or

Another form may be safe only if a harmoniousabolished entirely.
state of equilibrium can be established between its legal, social

and economic manifestations or bearings and a clearly-defined channel

The professional accountant as anof operation marked out for it.
adviser in business must know all these things, which clearly involve

ancillary studies of wide scope.
Then to take the most ordinary business activities of buying

Both involve the study of markets, home and foreign,and selling.
with all that this connotes (customs and tastes, transportation

facilities, presentation of goods, tariffs, currency, foreign ex

changes, credit, foreign languages).

Manufacturing usually includes buying and selling as well as
But the actual manufacturing is of especialthe production of goods, 

importance because it brings the accountant right up against the grave 
question of labour and its retribution, a question that at this moment 

is causing such grievous concern to every country in the world.
It is precisely from an analysis of this experience, particu

larly manufacturing experience, that economists arrived at those various 

generalisations, known as "division of labour", "law of diminishing 

returns", "law of supply and demand", etc. etc., so that no argument can 
be brought against the study of accountancy in the University that cannot

with equal force be brought against the study of economic science.

1
ft I!
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In this enumeration I have not expressly mentioned 

very important branch of Economic Science, the Study of Finance.
one

Yet there is one special branch of this study which is the peculiar 

domain of the expert accountant, 

sation of business.

I refer to the financial organi- 

It will suffice to recapitulate the most

interesting elements of this study:

Share Capital,
Preferred Shares,
Common Shares,
Founders Shares,
Shares of no-par-value, 
Forfeited Shares.

Stock: Treasury Stock, 

Bonds: Debentures,

Mining Stock,

Bonus Stock.

Liquidation of Companies; Reorganizationsjümalgamations; 

Holding Companies; special forms of Balance Sheet 

required.

Shareholders' Liability.

Directors' Liability.

Control of Company; abuses connected therewith.



School of Commerce, 
McGill University.

May 7th,1926.
The Principal,

McGill University.

Dear Sir,
Annual Convention of the American Association 
of Collegiate Schools of Business: Dartmouth. 
M.H.. U.S.A.. April 29th.30th & May 1st.1926.

As instructed on March 11th, I attended 
the above Convention, programme of which I attach. I
beg to report as follows regarding the various meetings:

April,29th. •Subject for discussion 
8 P.M.

"Personnel work in the college.TT
Some of the American colleges have special 

departments whose work is to study the intellectual and 
physical progress of each student, and to get to know

Prom remarks made during theeach student personally.
discussion I gather that these departments fall very far 
short of the original expectations. It seems of value, 
however, to have academic and health records of students
kept by an office whose duty it is to compare them

Boston University has a doctor of mentalconstantly.
hygiene as a permanent official, and it was stated that he
had frequently been able to trace academic failures to 
poor health resulting from wrong feeding, wrong physical

The same University has a board of 
300 business men, who^ engage to interview one or two 
commerce students each year, and to advise them as to 
their future careers.

exercise, and so on.

Each commerce student chooses one
as his adviser, and interviews him by arrangement.

Some universities have advisory systems 
similar to that at this University.

The general feeling was that the problem 
of having intimate knowledge of the case of each 
individual student remained a problem, which it would be

m
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very difficult for them to solve.

April 30th. Subiect: 
9A.M. ----- ------

"The Essentials of a Collegiate Course in Busi^Qo/ 

-ine principal speaker and most of the others 

This was
had in view the training of 

pointed out by another and
executive heads.

smaller group of speakers, who 

position immediately after 

The principal speaker

had in view the student's 

leaving college, 

advocated 

Finance, 

special work in

his
and his group

Accountancy and Businessa course which stressed 

Marketing, and Economics, and which provided for 

The smallersome industry, 

ior more special work in
group asked

some industry, or for some

graduates a special valuesubject which would give their

immediately on leaving school, 

a little indefinite, although most of the
ihis discussion became

smaller
seemed to wish to train their

Two speakers with this in 

academic credit to "

wo rk.
view advocated the granting of

Stenography" and "Typewriting"; their
suggestion met with no support.

Uo one stressed the importance of Foreign 
was privately informed by several thatlanguages, and I 

they regarded these 

School period; but one informed
as adeqüately dealt with in the 

me that he very much 

Physics, Biology, Chemistry, 

so on seemed to be in the

High

doubted this. Mathematics, 

English, History, and 

category.
same

At «Wisconsin, however, 

subjects in their Commerce
one-quarter of the

course are purely cultural.

I was asked through what 

Commerce graduates usually entered 

stated that our

avenues McGill

commercial life. I

course was entirely a general course.

my opinion, not having anyI then gave the following as 

records available

As Accountants,
As Audit Clerks,
In Investment Departments of Insurance 

and Trust Companies.
( )

As Cost Accountants, 
In Credit Departments & Credit Agencies.

■

■
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 CU
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(f) In Sales Agencies,
(g) In Statistical and Efficiency Departments.

I judge from the discussion, and from private 
discussions which I had afterwards that many of the business 
Schools are not entirely free in the choice of subjects 
for their curriculum, but are under the orders of suaue 
authorities and local business men, who sometimes want men 
to come to them trained in a special way. Many of the
Schools, I gathered, would prefer to give a general course 
similar to that of the McGill School of Commerce.

Peisch of Dartmouth College told me that he hadProfe ssor
been asked to recommend a curriculum for a School of Commerce 

University of Hew Hampshire , and that he had basedfor the
his recommendation on that of McGill university.

April 30th. Subject: 
2.30 P.M. "What constitutes Graduate Yiork in Business 

"Administration."

There was the widest divergence's to the scope
in commercial subjects. The principalfor useful research

fields suggested were : -
General Economics;Business Economics.Accountancy, 

and Finance ;
Marketing Problems.
general emphasis that they must endear oar

to $ definite conclusions
There was

to train investigators, who can come
as to the meanings of sets of facts, and that there was

for them to guard against the training of men whonecessity
only collectors of all the data available.

Dinner to the Association by Dartmouth College.
were

ComplimentaryApril 30th. 
7.30 P.M. President E.M.Hopkins of Dartmouth College spoke 

emphasizing the benefit of all men having periods, lasting 
several days perhaps, for meditation, quite clear of their 

usual influences and distractions.

.

m
m
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Subject for Adresses by Guests:"Univft-rgit.T7- Training 
wfor Business in Other Countries." &

Professor Slewfcr pointed out, amongst other 

things, that at the university of Prague the training is 

general, and not special, 

always the first consideration.

Utility of the subject is not

He instanced how they 

trained their students, not only in double-entry book-

-keeping, but in Russian and other methods which 

out-of-date and almost unused because of their

He, personally, regretted that time is spent 

the out-of-date systems.

are

cumbrous-
ness. on

He stressed Foreign Languages, pointing out that 

their graduates are expected to know three besides their 

Many of their lectures are given in German, 

Russian, English, and other languages.

Economic Geography and Technology, they regard 
as important subjects.

-i-he examinations are conducted by boards,chosen
by the Government, from the teachinSCnd others. He 

informed his audience that the teaching staff or the 

university are not penalized in any way, if a large number 

of failures took place.

Generally, he thought that the Schools of Commerce 

on the Continent of Europe tended to be too conservative, 

as compared with the American tendency to be very 

experimental.

own Czech.

He informed me afterwards that he has seen no

British Schools of Commerce, as yet.

Professor Collings pointed out the great difference 

in the manner in which time is regarded by Latin-Americans, 

as compared with Anglo-Saxon-Americans. The former cannot 

understand why the latter want to cram so many events and so 

much development into such short spaces of time. This affects 

the whole of their university training.
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Professor Mackintosh spoke about the course at 

Queen's University.

I emphasized that our course is cultural and generally 

useful, and that we stress the importance of:English, 

Accountancy, languages, Economics.
<SV\ rut - ,

my address. AI think that I should have added 

a*4oîH Mathematics to my list.

I attach a copy of

May 1st. 
8.30 A.M. Suh.ject: "The Adjustment of College Graduates to Business."

The principal speaker gave statistics from his own 

company's experience showing how rapidly the average 

University graduate caught up to and passed the average

He instanced how his company classified 

the salaries as to size, and found the average age of the 

University graduate and of the untrained man receiving 

the various sizes of salary. They found that, despite the 

average age of the University graduate on entering the 

business.* being two years older than that of the untrained 

man, as a rule in each salary class the age of the 

University graduate was from three to four years younger.

He emphasized the necessity of keeping a broad 

back-ground for the studies.

untrained man.

President Hopkins of Dartmouth College requested 

me to convey to you his best respects and good wishes.

I have the honour to refhain,

th-fully,.s fai

Associate Professor^ 
Accountancy. ^

m IS; &
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PROGRAM
m

THURSDAY, APRIL 29, AT 3:00 P. M.
The Executive Committee. Room 101, Tuck Hall.
The Committee on Business Research. Room 102, Tuck Hall.

THURSDAY, APRIL 29, AT 8:00 P.M.
The Lounge, Hanover Inn

Chairman, The President of the Association 
Preliminary Report of the Executive Committee 
Report of the Committee on Research
Report of the Committee on the Correlation of Secondary and Collegiate Edu

cation
Report of the Secretary-Treasurer 
New Business
Appointment of Committees
Conference of Deans on Administrative Problems.

1. Personnel work in the college. Discussion opened by Professor H. R. 
Wellman, Dartmouth College.

2. Relation of the College of Business to the Arts College.
3. How to train and find teachers.
4. Business Ethics.

SIS

-•■A

FRIDAY, APRIL 30, AT 9:30 A.M.
Little Theater, Robinson Hall 

Chairman, Dean Everett W. Lord, Boston University 
Paper: The essentials of a collegiate course in business. By Professor L. C. 

Marshall, University of Chicago.
Discussion opened by Professor W. A. Scott, University of Wisconsin; Dean 

R. E. Heilman, Northwestern University; Dean C. A- Phillips, University 
of Iowa; Dean E. E. Day, University of Michigan; Dean Isidor Loeb, 
Washington University.

FRIDAY, APRIL 30, AT 2:30 P.M.
Little T heater, Robinson Hall

Chairman, Dean Emory R. Johnson, University of Pennsylvania
Paper: What constitutes graduate work in business administration. By Dean 

A. Wellington Taylor, New York University.
Discussion opened by Dean W. R. Gray, Dartmouth College; Dean J. E. Hag- 

erty, Ohio State University; Professor E. L. Bogart, University of Illi
nois; Assistant Dean C. P. Biddle, Harvard University; Dean W. E. 
Hotchkiss, Stanford University.

FRIDAY, APRIL 30, AT 7:00 P.M.
Hanover Inn

Complimentary dinner to the Association by Dartmouth College.
Address by President E. M. Hopkins, Dartmouth College.
University training for business in other countries:

Canada: Lt. Col. R. R. Thompson, MicGill University; SiMolwvHeflry-ldaureye, 
Ecole-vé66--ttaetes—Btudee-iCenunereiale»; Professor W. A. Mackintosh, 
Queen’s University.

La tin-America: Professor H. T. Ceilings, University of Pennsylvania.
Czechoslovakia: Professor Jaroslav Slemr, University of Prague.

Si
S!M
i-§
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SATURDAY, MAY 1, AT 9:30 AJII.
Little Theater, Robinson Hall

Business JMeeting. Reports of Committees. Election of Officers.

BjasECTrlpn^Palumbin University,
Address: The adjustment of college graduates to business. By Mr. E. E. Lin

coln, Chief Statistician, Western Electric Company.
Discussion opened by Dr. H. S. Person, Director, Taylor Society; Dean Louis 

K. Manley, University of Pittsburgh; Dean C. L. Raper Syracuse Uni
versity.

■

.

HEADQUARTERS: Hanover Inn (American Plan)
Single room with bath 
Double room with bath 
Single room without bath 
Double room without bath

The Hanover Inn will reserve rooms until April 26th. Reservations may be 
made with the Inn or through the Local Committee before that date.

$ 7.00 
12.00
6.00

10.00

RAILWAY SERVICE
Leave Boston

*9:00 A.M...............
4:00 P.M................
8:00 P.M...............

Leave New York 
(Grand Central) 

*11:46 P.M.

Arrive White River Junction
......... -.....-.......1:55 P.Mi.
...........-............9:05 P.M.
—........... -........1:00 P.M.

Arrive White 
River Junction 

11:22 A.M. 
2:15 P.M. 
4:10 P.M. 
8:25 P.M. 
1:01 A.M.

Leave Leave
GreenfieldSpringfield 

6:50 A.M. 
*9:30 A.M. 
12:10 P.M. 
3:46 P.M. 
8:15 P.M.

8:03 A.M. 
10:45 A.M. 
1:30 P.M. 
4:68 P.M. 
9:36 P.M.

*8:00 A.M.
12:00 Noon 
4:00 P.M.

Through train from Washington (The Montrealer)
♦Leave Washington, D. C...~........................
Leave West Philadelphia...,........................
Leave New York (Penn. R.R. Station)......
Arrive White River Junction___,............. .

Train from Montreal (The Washingtonian) 
Leave Montreal

8:15 P.M. .................................................
8:35 A.M......................... ...............

............2:30 P.M.

............ 5:36 P.M.

............ 8:00 P.M.
—...... 2:55 A.Mt

Arrive White River Junction
...........................1:24 A.M.
..............................2:22 P.M.

♦Preferred trains.
Notes 1. If daylight saving time goes into effect in Massachusetts and New 

York on April 24th, all the above trains (except the Montrealer) will 
leave one hour earlier, standard time.

2. White River Junction is only five miles from Hanover and bus 
vice is likely to be better than train connections.

ser-



ADDRESS GIVEN BY ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR R.R.THOHPSON,
Me GILL UNIVERSITY, on APRIL 30th,1926, AT THE ANNUAL 
COEYE NT I OH OE THE AMERICAS' ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGIATE 
SCHOOLS OF BUSINESS, HELL AT DARTMOUTH COLLEGE,

HAHOVER, E.H., Ü.S.A.

President Hopkins, President LeRossignol, Gentlemen:

Before I speak about my subject may I 
tell President Hopkins how much the hospitality o£ Dartmouth 
College is appreciated. We, at McGill University, are, I 
might almost say - accustomed to it - we know from past 
experience how hospitable you are, and what to expect.
I, in particular, have had previous experience; and I can 
assure you, sir, that your hospitality is much appreciated. 
Further, may I say how much McGill appreciates the thought
fulness of this Association in inviting her to send a 
representauive to this Convention, and how much I appreciate 
this chance of hearing these discussions of the problems of 
Schools of Commerce.

How, to my subject. I understand that 
you wish me to tell you about the training given in the 
School of Commerce of McGill University -- about what we 
regard as the essentials for a collegiate course in business. 
Our ideas are probably just the same as your own in many 
cases -- however, here they are.

Our object is to turn out graduates, who 
have a^mental^ec[uipment especially fitted for Commerce, and,

We wish our Commerce graduates,
instaking, logical and 
them mental discipline,

also who are men of culture. wx
in their thinking, to be methodical 
accurate, .te believe that we can g
which will help them to achieve this, whilst at the same^time 
helping them to acquire knowledge which will be especially
useful to them in commercial life. ---- But, we also wish
them to be men of culture  men who can take an intelligent
interest in and enjoy the fine arts, and the literature of
their own and of other languages and countries. __
Incidentally, may I remark that Latin and Greek are optional
subjects in our first year. -- We want our graduates to be
croad-minded, and to be men who can understand and appreciate 
great traditions and great ideals.

!

How do we attempt to do this ?

Firstly, regarding the method of entrance 
to the University and to this course. This is by Matriculat
ion examination. McGill University is quite independent, so 
that she can admit or reject according to the rules which 
she lays down for herself.

The Commerce course lasts four years, and
In the first year four 

hosen out of nine, are 
re obligatory and three ,
In the third year only 

one is obligatory, and in the fourth year none are obligatory.
In the fourth year all five subjects are optional, and are 
chosen out of eleven. Most of these subjects have prerequisites 

that is to say they are further studies in a subject which 
must have been taken in the previous years, sometimes in all 
of them. Consequently, it is usually necessary for a student 
to know at the start of his University career what his plans 
are, otherwise, if he wishes to change them later on, he 
may have to take special studies and examinations and possibly 
have. to repeat a year. To help students over 
difficulties we have a system of Advisers and

we make it as elastic as possible, 
subjects are obligatory, and two, 
optional. In the second year two 
chosen out of nine, are optional.

ossible
dvisees.
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Each student, when he arrives at the University lor 
registration, is allotted to a chosen member of the 
teaching staff, who is known as his adviser, because he 
gives him advice as to the group of subjects that it 
would be best for him to take in his first year, and in 
other matters. During the studentrs first session his 
adviser keeps a friendly eye on him, and the student will 
often return to his adviser for counsel in his later years. 
As a rule, no adviser has more than ten advisees, and 
usually has less.

Our fessions last from October to April inclusive, 
because of economic conditions in Canada. It is to leave 
the students free in the summer-time to undertake farming 
and other work. As a consequence of this, we ask a good 
deal of work from the students during the Session. Each 
subject usually carries three periods of one hour each 
per week for instructional work; and for every hour in the 
class-room the student is expected to put in two of private 
study.

Dow, as to the subjects: there are certain ones, 
which we regard of chief importance. They are:

English,
Accountancy,
A language ,

(Every student must take three 
years in at least one language) 

Economics.
We think it of primary importance that they should 

know how to express themselves properly in their own 
language, whether they are writing or speaking. We wish 
them to be able to make clear,concise statements; to use 
language that will convey quickly to the recipient the 
messages they wish; to use correct words, and to preserve 
the value of words, and so on ; and always to remember that 
their first consideration must be for their readers or 
listeners.

We think it wise to teach them what we may call 
From a commercial standpoint it is astandard English, 

very useful language, and is particularly useful m Oriental 
Trade, quite apart from its general use elsewhere throughout 
the World. To effect this we prescribe readings of the 
great writers in English from Chaucer to Kipling and others 
of the present day. We think that a man, who has studied 
the style of the Bible, and who has absorbed something of 
the styles of writers such as John Bunyan, Addison, and 
Stevenson, will naturally write a good, clear business letter, 
that will be understood, wherever English is understood.
Our students write literary compositions, and they also 
write reports on economic subjects. We think that this 
course will make them not only more efficient in Commerce, 
but also will open for them the vast domains of that 
magnifieient English literature which is our common heritage.

Accountancy, we regard as a very important subject. 
We think that every business-man should have a working 
knowledge of book-keeping, so that he may not be entirely in 
the hands of his book-keepers, and so that he may see what 
lies behind his periodical financial statements. He should 
know and understand the main principles of Accountancy, 
so that he may be able to understand and criticize financial 
statements, and balance sheets, and reports; and so that he 
may know to avoid unsound finance.
Act specially penalizes the bankrupt who has failed in any 
way in his Accountancy. Most bankruptcies could have been

The Canadian Bankruptcy
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avoided with good Accountancy.

<Ve also "believe that most business-men should 
understand the principles and some of the difficulties of 
costing, so that they can understand and discuss costing 
problems.

Couple^ with Accountancy is a course on Commercial 
Organizations, including Partnerships, Limited Liability 
Corporations, Holding Companies and so on.qhalso on Factory 
Organization.

This training in Accountancy develops methodical, 
painstaking, and logical thinking, and accurate habits in 
making records. We believe that it gives good mental 
discipline, quite apart from its own intrinsic value.

We encourage the study of languages, and one 
language at least is obligatory in the first three years. 
The Dominion of Canada, like that of Sout Africa, is 
bilingual, and will always be so.
our two languages, and accordingly we regard French as 
very important.
business in the Province of Quebec, where McGill University 
stands, and it is desirable generally, 
cover not only work on commercial documents, but a regular 
study of the splendid literature of France.

French and English are

It is essential for the carrying on of

The courses

Spanish we also regard as of great importance. I 
think that a knowledge of English, French, and Spanish 
will carry a man through most of the great commercial 
areas of the World.Spanish Commercial documents and the great literature ofSpain.

In Spanish also, we have them^tudy

German also can be studied.

Another important subject is that wide one known 
I humbly venture to express the opinion 

that every individual who exercises the franchise should 
have a knowledge of the elements of Political Economy.
Our Commerce courses cover such subdivisions as 7/ages, 
population, theory of exchange, tariffs, industrial 
legislation and so on; but also the principles of govern
ment and taxation in Canada, Great Britain, and the United

vie want our graduates to be men who can, in som® 
small measure, understand the complex organization of our 
modern civilization, with its various actions and re-actions. 
We want them to take wide views, and, in considering 
situations, to have in view as many factors as possible.

Grov/ing out of this subject is the consideration 
of transportation and markets, and that great subject which 
is sometimes called either Commercial or Economic Geography. 
We commence a this next session, and I hope > *
that it will be deVeloped into one of our principal SWaffi&GM' 
I hope that it will cover a knowledge of the main configurât- 
-ion, river-systems, ports, climatic conditions.products, 
railway and canal systems, and transportation routes for 
as much of the World as possible. I believe that all 
Commercial men would be helped if they had a general 
knowledge of the commercial geography of the World^and 
the more detailed the knowledge the better. From a cultural 
standpoint, also, this subject has its value, broadening 
men1s minds, and helping them to understand the problems 
of other countries whose commerce and affairs are linked 
with their own.

as Economics.

States.

We have Mathematical Courses, which are excellent 
-fonr from the standpoint of mental discipline, and which 

valuable to the Commercial man. These courses can, if 
the student so plans, lead up to Actuarial Science.
are



endpflvnn^tn0?01^81011’ gentlemen, may I repeat that we
minds ShnRtt îi?v°Ur students t0 use and to develop their 
minds, whilst at the same time helping them to nonuire
knowledge which is both cultural and Useful. * 4
try to keep in sight the fact, that, Above 

after all, the
, we

The Students commence their first session at the 
beginning of October. About the middle of November they 
examined in all of their subjects. The principal advantage 
of this examination is that it gives a jolt to any, who 
have not come to the University to work. Those who are 
delinquent are reported to their adviserç, who give them 
a little fatherly advice , and warn them of what is comim-’. 
Before the Christmas vacation,the first year students are 
examined again in all of their subjects. This time those 
who are delinquent in more than one-third of their subjects 
are not only reported to their advisers, but are out on 
probation. Those, who are bel w the standar in one -half 
are requested to leave the Uni ersity: they re what we 
know as "Christmas Graduates". At the end of their 
first Session, students are again examined, and those who 
have _ failed in any subjects must pass them at special 
examinations in September. If they are still down in 
than one subject, they must repeat their year, or leave 
the University. During succeeding years" they have just 
one examination in each subject, but the process of 
elimination is similar.

are

more

There are other features which I have not time 
you a?out now* MoGi3-l Commerce graduates by staying 

nhïoî^n+?ea? in G0lle|f may enter the Graduate School and 
degree of M.A. There are other matters, but Iîde? J wî ï haVV0lâ y0U sufficlent to give you a general j- a v/e strive to achieve in our School of Commerce.

My time is limited. However, it will be interesting 
to you as University professors to know the following.
McGill Commerce Graduates, who wish to become Chartered 
Accountants,are exempted from three years of the required 
service and also from the intermediate examination. The 
final examination is held by a joint board appointed by 
th® University and the Chartered Accountants of the Province.
All candidates, whether McGill graduates or itegistered 
clerks, take the same papers at the same time and they 
are checked by the joint board. Now, Auditing is a subject, 
which, in the main, can only be learnt by experience. Yet, 
when we compared the average marks of the McGill graduates 
with the average of the other candidates, despite the
latter having had several years -- probably four at least --
of extra experience, the averages were practically equal.
I think that this indicates how rapidly University 
graduates catchy up to other men in practical business 
knowledge. In Accountancy the McGill graduates were on the 
average over 24% better than the other candidates.

Bow as to our process of elimination --

Other subjects are Physics, Biology, and Chemistry; 
our object being to make it possible for them to discuss 
intelligently some of the problems of Science which 
affect Commercial and other pursuits. Other subjects not 
already mentioned, are : General History, Psychology’ and 
Marine Insurance.

Another subject is Commercial law -- we do not try 
to make our students lawyers in any respect, but to make'" 
them understand and respect the law, and realize When 
they are in such danger that it will be well for them to 
take legal advice.
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i?Pth?+ tnat a student gets at a University
is that oi his character. If that fails -- all else fails 
And yet, we professors can do very little-- That tLining 
™ ?hen Prl==iPally by the students themselve's! Joweve?®
an! ditlinîli™ ÎS somethi"a by helping the students to thin 
ana discipline tneir minas and habits,and by treatin • thpm as men of responsibility. J treatizie, them
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I thank you for your gratifying response 
to my inquiry and anticipate the pleasure of an early 
visit to McGill.

r miThe copy of the curriculum of the School 
of Commerce which you spoke of sending has not reached 
me. Apt*

,6#'
Very truly yours,

I would be interested, indeed, to dis
cuss the project with you and should be pleased to 
arrange an interview at your convenience in the 
near future. Mrs. Hess and I are contemplating a 
weekend trip to Montreal and I can meet you there 
almost any Saturday morning.

Replying to your letter of April 12 in 
which you mention possible developments in your 
School of Commerce;

Dear General Currie

Sir Arthur W. Currie, Principal, 
McGill University,
Montreal, Canada.

April 19, 1932.

Ralph H. Hess
V

455 West Thirty-fourth Street 
New York. New York
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July 3rd, 1923.

■

A. A. Bowman, Esq. ,
27 Wellington Street East, 
Toronto, Ont.

My dear Mr. Bowman : -B
Thank you very much for your

Since seeing you I have been 
away iron uhe University a great deal and found 
such an accumulation of correspondence on my return 
tnat I am only now getting to your letter.

letter of June 16th.

i am very glad to learn that you are 
coming to Montreal to live, feeling sure that your 
presence here will stimulate us at McGill. In the 
mean ,ime I am sending you a copy of our course in 
commerce for the next year. I am sure you will find 
* j-nteresting and I shall be very glad to receive 
-■ij comments you care to make. I may say that we 
a ühe University look forward to this Department 
ljQ ing one of the most effective in the University,
-nd we shall not cease our efforts until the course 
is satisfactory in .every particular.

With all good wishes, I am.

Yours faithfully.

■HH



Referring to our chat on the train 
D-oing out to Sherbrooke last week, about your Depart
ment' of Business Administration, and the different 
courses in American Universities.
brooke I had a talk with my friend Mr. E.l. Stewart 
Patterson, District Superintendent of Quebec Branches, 
for the Canadian Bank of Commerce. _ Mr. Patterson is 
perhaps the ablest economist and scientific Banker in 
his great Institution, and keeps in touch with Univer
sity business education, especially in the science ci 
banking and exchange. He is an i timate friend of 
Professor Skelton, in Queens, who h s done so^ much for 
his Institution, and I think it was largely through 
Mr. Patterson that the Cana iian Bank Association course 
in Queens was started.

While in Sher-

Vvhile on the subject, I recall the name 
of the Graduate who received his Honorary Degree at our 
Centenary Convocation, and who was in charge of the Bus
iness Administration course, I think, at Wisconsin. At 
all events, his name, as I recall it, is Dr. Rossignol.
I remember having a chat with him about the work he was

Someday I may have the.opportunity of 
bringing Mr. Patterson up to meet you in Montreal. Mean
while, he tells me that his friend Mr. Fred Curtiss, 
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, a Harvard 
man, who is intima ely associated with the Department of 
Business Administration and the members of the Harvard 
staff. He is quite sure that Mr. Curtiss would be de
lighted to give you any information pertaining to Harvard 
anytime that you are in 3ost#n. Mr..letters on confirms
my own opinion to you, when eacra';,’ that Harvard has 
the best course of Administration in the United States.

Dear Sir Arthur,

Principal Sir Arthur Currie, 
McGill University,
MONTREAL, QUE.

June 16th, 1923.

To R O NTO, OiNT.

27 WELLINGTON 3T. EAST

Canadian Ingersnll Rand Company
LIMITED -

all agreements contingent upon strikes, accidents and other conditions beyond our control, 
all contracts are subject to approval by an officer of the company, quotations subject to change without notice.
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Principal Sir Arthur Currie,

doing in his own University.
The prohahle move to Montreal, which 

I suggested might come before long, has come, since I
I have been asked to assume the Managment of 

the Montreal Sales Branch, and consequently am now in 
the throes of trying to sell my house preparatory to

Y/hile it is a fearful wrench

saw you.

moving to Montreal, 
to leave all our friends here, not the least of our con
solation is in the hope that I will see more of McGill 
than I have been able to do in the past few years.

With kind regards.

Yours very truly.


